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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
;RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
MAKING GOOD PROGRESS
ON THE OIL MAP

GENERAL WOOD
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the address to the graduates.
of the great war, a large number of ness: mercantile and manufactur- MINERAL RESERVATIONS
The his t'inger, so to speak, on an
e
250
sixty-ninthe other
school session this year portant factor in the general onm- "Rough Riders" and other soldiers ing. Capital $15.00000. shares $100.00
ON STATE LAND ate randlepower
,(C randlepower each. Transmis- that i.
of the Spanish war, and a sprinkling Incorporators: M. S. Smigelow, W
Dick Hays, of Cottonwood Falls, broke all records for attendance lunation of circumstances
of veterans of the civU war, were W. McFarland, and Mary Turner of
VtV'P
There seems to be some misunderKansas, is in the Project looking Nine hundred and fifty stuchnts, of causing the high cost of living; we
laid
tinder
srrom.d
tat.'e
mean the disinrliratin of wage
Thr":lafter hi.
Raton.
farming interests, whichjwhom over 700 were from o
present.
standing as to the effect of the deof the light, will burn until!
iers not onlv in the coal fields but
Veeas. were reentered
.;..- - r
General Wood Is spoken of as t a
f,rm.
The Western Brewing and Ice cision of Judge Reed Holloman in
the
all
other
!in
tri
evi ry line of work, and not only
alfalfa farm which has
yen him'
presidential possibility on the Repub- Company of Albuquerque amends its the cae of Arthur J. Evans vs. Nelin Great P.ritain. but alo in
mer
bio- returns la.
lican ticket. He has not even in- articles and chances the name to son A. Field, land commissioner .ac night
vear and so far TMF C.R1IN MlitFT
timated that he would accept the Western Ice 4 Bottling Company. cording to report, received at the
this, while the other, a cotton farm,
TAKES A DROP ira ""' now n ordinary amount of
honor.
Be that as it may. General O. N. Marron is the president and state land office from various parts Seaorita Cans ef Tratady
industry at their taV
which he rent, for a stated price.
Three Mexicans while visiting at gives promise of yielding even bet- - Due to the agitation for reduced1 There ued to be a great deal of
Wood is today one of the big men Jerre Hapgard secretary.
of the state. In thia instance the
fh.'talk about a fair dav's wage
ot tne nation. He is not alone a The McKinlty . Land and Lumber court found that the land commis- Maxwell a few day. ago caused un- - ter than lasvt vear. Mr. Havs is a! s.i r.1 Initio n.4
ii,i l,t.!for
a
srork.
-- ,,!,)
Todav
fair dav'
n
srreat soldier, but has demonstrated Company of Albuqtstrque amends its sioner should issue deed without re- usual excitement in that peaceful ,t,f,rlt farmer, and but for the fact
,r.nmrm
Martinez
Matia
and!nf Cottonwood Falls havinff lone! thin it.- - orir. f,rH Kv i.r,.rta,n.' there is ronsidrrablr nrrd for M'k
executive ability of the highest order iiuiir. inu - increases its capital servations of mineral rights. At the commnnitv.
foa fa r
a
storV
Padilla
rivals
about
were
dav'
Arustin
for
the
fair
and no one. hearing him vesterday, from $10,000.00 to $1,050.000 00. The time Mr. Evan, applied for a deed,
Seen the home of himself and family, tion the Oiirairo marirt slitmoe
Padit'l would move here to live. As it iv! seriously in coarse rram the noddle dav's waee.
doubts that he is fully conversant; common stock is fixed at $750000.00 the condition, of the law approved affection of Delia Garcia.
It is related tha' sW' Gdde end- .....
ne savs tne sjrisnaa rrojeci is anout ot the week, the rt'op in o.tti on
with everr phase of the affair of and preferred stock at $JOO.OnoiO
March 17, 1919 had not become ef- than words, stabbed Martinet in he the finest farming
-.
,4
atemeit. "tabor reprrsen
section he knows Tue day amounted to
.nt
the world today. General Wood ts The preferred stock will draw 7 per (rtivm Tit
cents a ed hi
tnronen tne cnest. inen.0f in the west Carlsbad Argus
hnsh- -l
the right kind of a man to make a cent dividend payable quarterly and not classified a. mineral land m
Tlii. bur. oi.i !,. m.i.r. t. t'ves tor the moment eeme-- l com- fled. After an hour's!
Thnr only answer
sion that the guaranteed hieh price t'I'telv floored
great president of thi great repub- may be retired gradually after 1923. record, nor known a mineral land he and the girl
llW ra,r "f
lic.
A.
J. Twerrell i. president and Since then nearly all state land has search they were found hiding near! j J. Robb. well known in Carls-th- e of wheat keeps the price of corn and "'a thxt
r;
w
bridtre south of town. The girliDaa
n,1,v temporary, and they
tv,
owner of a fine alfalfa
been leased for oil: an order was
Richard Ingle, secretary.
gran on stills in sympathy, I.,mn
et free and she and the wonnd- - farm in the Otis district, savs he
egged the government to bold off
also filed on April 4. 1919. designat- wa
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
:the increae on the prire until labor
aen itstsv nraru
ing all state land as mineral Hence the ed man were taken to Raton tn a never saw the tountrv the farmWiert
AFTER PROFITEERS PRESIDENT TO ADDRESS
to increase
ran demonstra'e
car. I'adilta was also taken to that aisiricis wiwrrn ine iwn cmes in
CONGRESS ON LIVING COST decision in the Evans' case does not
. ,.
DRUG ON MARKET ,hr
have general application
to state city and lodged in the county tail,- a more prosperous condition, and
General Palmer starts
Attorney
The fact that 'he
anti-trurepreenti- land now held under contract of He was released from the peniten- predicts a big influx of people the
suits against the rte five
President Wilson mill add.-es- s
in the El Pao
alley tivr, in r,rrat p,rj,,;n - ,,c imprestiary only two or three weeks ago coming fall and winter. Carlsbad ts The peach
Swift.
Wilson. Congress today on the high cost of purchase.
packers Armour.
a
are
and
unable
farmers
to
large
.howed a drire to c: the
"
Argus.
Morris, and Cudahy. The suit is I vine and outline plan, for relief
find a market in other sections be- - jnMi,mjon 0f corrective measure ?
Retra Cms, try CUb Bay Sit
based on evidence collected by the So far no intimation ha. been eiven TWO MILLION UNION
of
of
the
cau'e
oversupply
peaches
Lee Jones spent the day Wed-hThe Raton Golf and Country club
rnroraejne for tno RHtf.h lles. It
Federal Trade Commission and Con- of the detail, of the proposal to
MEN ASK INCREASE
jindi-atc- s
an ab'lity to see two .ides'
110 acres of ground nesday in Roswell and while there over the t'nited States.
dipurchased
committees.
He
also
gressional
remedy conditions.
'of an economic nrohteTi. Will labor
in the Fairriew addition, which joins bought $2,500 worth of groceries for
14
of
different
rect. U. S. district attorney to
Representative
The general public is in no mood leaders in the I'mted S'ates show
and his .tore at Hope. Hope Pres..
golf links on the
1egin jction against profiteer and No wonder the President deferred railroad onion now have joined in the
to support strikes and workmen ;n themselves eauallv alert and equally
boarder of food in their district. his tour of the countrv. Any man a communication to Director Gen- it i their intention to build a beau-- 1
.old the Miller ranch mining and other industries will do awake to tbeir d"tr t the premise
Tt start
out like business, and may who undertakes the task of upport-in- g eral Hires, asking immediate increfse tiful new club house A em their newly j T V.E. R.MavMean
the consideration well to follow the advice of their j Detroit Free Press,
graveled road to
prove! tv.
the result be real.
Internationalism a. again.t in wage. This is the first imtance acontred
more conservative leaders as they
American nationalism has an un- on record in which all the railroad jwifl lead from the city to the clnh being $11.50000.
did at Butte- Samuel Kahn. of the Western
Mrs. M. D. Stalker. Bernalillo pleasant job on hi hands.
anions, representing 2.000.000 em- house and when everything is comoutlined
wil
the
have
a.
S'ates Gas & Electric C" after atpleted
they
have
a
acted
demonstration
hH.
GRANT
ployes,
county
agent for the
finest club house and groaads to be
George F. Braington and Sherman tending a conference of e!ertriel
The testimony hi the Ford vs.
past year, has resigned and returns
Coon of Artec are spending the week utility executives at San Francisco,
Libel case is all in and will go to
to her home in Govt.
Michigan must be mighty glad found ia the aosrthsrcst.
ie
in
r.Ued P.yrR Alleged
the city on business in connection savs the time is no far distant whes
the jury a toon a. the attorneys these day. that Newberry, rather
k- jr
Gabriel Garcia, a foreman, and
rn.rf ;rt
with the organisation of a new bank
d
It i. still time to buy the winter's finish argument. The trial is one than Henry Ford, occsrpie a teat in A. H- - Smith, of the Maxwell
in that city.
be electrified.
tm page fossr.)
Land company, report the
of the longest of record-the Senate from that state.
apply of coaL
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SENATOR KENDRICK

WANT CONTROL

MAJOR SCOTT

LIVING COST

TOWN TRIES TO

LAVLER HOME

UPROOT GOSSIP
League Is Formed
Massachusetts to Fight
the Practice.

Unique
LABOR

OUST
UNIONS WOULD
PRIVATE OWNERSHIP FROM
RAIL LINES.

TRAINMEN

PROMINENT LOS ANGELES
TORNEY VICTIM OF BOMS
PLOT.

SPUR CONGRESS TO
ON HIGH COST
OF LIVING.

ACTION

ft

Iry-- i

TRIPARTITE OWNERSHIP

PROFITEERING

OFFER

BLAMED

$5,000

AT-

REWARD

AIMS AT 25 PER
CUT IN PRESENT

PRICES.

UNION.
I

I
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Northfleld, Mass. The first
league of the world has
been organized In this beautiful vilday is
lage. A national
proposed.
The
league ia unique. It
no
has no constitution, no
officers, no dues. Tet the founder
and organizer, F. Ambler Welch, editor and publisher of the Northfleld

& CM

(IikIoik mill ilif Aiiii'riiiiii i'lili'i'iilioii
of Labor, a forninl slnlciue ut is issued
liieli will
aniioiinriii' ihis iirooosal,
lit riirried lefnre I 'undress.
"Il iiiiii'k-,- "
if shii.
.ays
"the step by uhliii oi'aiii.i'i liilmr
I'USM'il limn lU'iiiamls
for nut'i' ill
that tin1 system of
iTeitses to
profits in industry lie uverliiiuleii."
This senienre sunn up in n few
words the proposal of nliirli there
lime been Mills anil iinliial ions, but
Mlibh is now lab! Indole ilia- country
for lln' first limr. K rrj w here in of
ficial W'asliintoii it is i eeofiiizoil its
tin' most serious ami far ivarhinx
proposition ilir roiintry will l.e r.iliud
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Silk Workers Out.
Patcrsoii, X. .1. Heiwecn l.l.iii xi and
17,111111
silk workers ate estimated to
linve struck in response to a strike mil
Involving all the silk mills of I'lilcrson.
The total number employed by the
mills ! bit wim ii J.",.ii and L'h.ihiii.
Ijiler the striker were reinforced by
some thousands of workers who were
for
locked out when they reported
work forty minutes later than usual in
all effort to pill into effect a forty-fouliour week.
r

Rumanians in Budapest.
Budapest Is occupied by
r.inlapest
lIiiiiiHiiiiin troops who advanced from
the Hlver Theiss, in spite of representations made by Lieutenant I'olonel
Ilotniinelll, the Italian npresental ive
of the allies at Vienna.
May Cede West Indies.
The National News Kay
niiKlfestlmi that the Ilritish Went

a

1'tnlon

In-

to the Cliited States hi
dies be
art payment of lircat Ilrlliiln's war
debt I being considered seriously on
both siihn of the Atlantic.
Use Bayoneta on Rioters.
wer
Tmd
Liverpool. Uiotoiis
driven from the streets of this city by
troops charging with fixed bayonets.
The rioters filled the streets and the
ddiem were ordered to charge. The
Tuiscr Valiant and two destroyers
liave moved Into the Mersey river tu
mte the ilocks. Tlie employe" of
.u and tramway limn failed to
for work. Xo tiotb-- of a Ktrlke bad
tefl given, but It Is not Is'lleved that
the iiKivetiMiit w timlenaken In
with the isiHcenieti'a strike.
sym-Jiaili- y

Huns May Supply Coal.
nuiy le lsm:ht from
the
trmany thi winter to
acute shortage in central KuroK- - ami
from the I'nited
reduce sliipimtit
States, if the lan laid lefire the

totii"n

H

lie-i-

1

i

LIV-INMORE
COST 16 NOT CUT SOON.

The lii'li cost
Wiishiiilon,
of living is the tal't'ct of half H dozen
moves in Congress now.
Allfc'.

1.

BROTHERHOOD OF LOCOMOTIVE
r Kir I M c r c c but uir.u rflST
The Senate ciiii'ciI ill a lonj;
over II lesollllion illt I'oililceil by
UP TO WILSON.
Senator Myers of Montana, attribut-Ini- r
the cost of living to eurreiicy
WViOfin f tt irjmi'er I'ulnn Nrwtt Service
and illrectinK tile banking and Western Newspaper I'nlon New Set vine.
currency committee to recommend
i'IiIi'iiko,
Washington, July SI. The high cost
Aug. 1. A
Si He Institute, legislation for the eiadual reduction id living and growing unrest union!,'
plot to blow up lie
of money in circulation, mid Senator wage earners of Americu were put diii t'lithollc Institution at Wabash avenue and Thirty-fiftstreet, with dyna- McKellar proposeil a resolution creal-ilii- j rectly up to the l'lesident by the adII
joint ciiiieressloinil comuiittee to visory board of the Krotherliood of
mite mid start a scries of fires and
No
ImiiiiIi outraces that lni;:lit have led to invest iejite the cost of living.
Locomotive Engineers.
wan taken on It.
con fla fiat ion, was asserta
Tlie ineniorandinn follows:
The Myer resolution contains the "Mr. President und Gentlemen of the
ed by Mayor Thompson to have been
the
responsible for his action in culling stiltemellt that oil Aug. 1,
Cabinet :
out the troops dut'lti the race riollliK money in circulation uKregateil
"The gentlemen iiccompaiiyiug, with
mil thut on July 1, l!ll!, it
In re.
As evidence of tlie plot, he :i;T,ihni,
'myself, constitute the advisory board
Sento
came
had
increased
that
Information
the
$.S41,IU,IKKI.
out,
pointed
of the Itiotherhood of Locomotive Enlo the mayor mid his aids was lo the ator .Myers contended It was hopeless
effect that attempts would be made to to try to brlni; down the cost of living gineers, They are the officers of that
organization who arc charged witli
shut out police and firemen from the until deflation was started.
the responsibility of safeguarding the
iliieateiii'd areas, (iuy wires removed
In the House fiivuriihli' action whs
from trolley poles were to be stretched taken on the Ijtoe resolution for nn Interests of Its membership und direct
across the streets at II lielent above iiivestlL'iitloti by the Federal Trade ing its policy.
tlie (.'round where they would sweep
"They come from practically every
nlsslou of the increased price of
section of the Lulled Stales mid Can-i- i
police mnl rireineti re spniiilliiK to sH.s.
In. They are In constant, close touch
aliiruis out of their iipparntus or ve- in callliii; up Ids resolution" In the
'seiia'e, Senator Myers declared thut If with the rank and file of the locomohides, It wtis declared.
The plotters, knowing the trolley tlie I'nited States is ilelerinlned In tive engineers und also have a general
will's carried no current on hcimiiiiI carry the burdens of tlie economic know ledge of the conditions of all toilof the streei our strike, retnoved some world, lliere ciin lie no liope of early ing classes.
"At u meeting of this board in
isiiv wires ii ml fixed tliein across sev- - liefiiiniiiif of deflation.
"ll Is time," lie said, "for America Cleveland the mutter of an increase
nil streets.
Thus far the luce feud that litis to Ix'Kin to look In the Interests of In compensation couiiuensuriite with
the condition we find because of the
men and beaten, ita own people first."
killed thirty-tw"American money In nt a discount constantly Increasing cost of living
kicked, stoned, stubbed and shot more
In those countries with which the bal- commodities was thoroughly and stuthou :tmi others, still smoulders.
With li.tMMt suite troops, reinforced ance of trade Is favorable to us," said diously considered.
"We know thut a widespread spirit
by hundreds of police, putrolllui; the 'Senator King of Uluh, "while under
of unrest exists among all classes, esriot centers, the district vun culm, tlie Inevitable law which governs
our money Is ut a premium In pecially among wage earners, whose
witli the exception of disturbances In
the stockyards region. There the first countries which have an unfavorable wages will no longer provide adequate
serious clash occurred between rioters balance of trade with the United food, shelter und raiment for themmid the militia, other districts which States."
selves and families.
"The government, during the war,
heretofore have been the center of
"We believe the situation Is brought
In
to
Increased
Induce
order
producki ii'i k' buttle sccneK were orderly,
about muinly by conscienceless profitconihinabut the battle between troops and tion, deliberately permitted
eering by the great interests who have
w hile
rioters at the yards promised lions of producers to maintain high secured control of oil the necessurles
on
lilirh
even
fixed
and
nrlces
serious cniiscipicuccs until the soldiers rices,
of life.
llinu.v iiecessiues uilil KUlli uiiieeu nicii
cowed the mob with buyonets.
"At this time we find ourselves
of
Senator
said
Klrhy
Two cnnipiiiiics of the Third Infan maintenance,"
was done for a very obliged to nguin request an Increase
try, awaiting orders at (iuiileld boule- Arkansas. "This
to meet the mounting cost
in
vard ami Wlnlhrop avenue, dispersed proper and necessary purpose, but the of wages but wa feel that
should this
living;
a inoli of whiles attacking colored res- effects of It are with u yet.
be granted the relief would be
"Even today the government Is hold- request
idents near tiarfleld boulevard and
temporary should prices continue
Normal avenue sborily before noon. ing back from sale great quantities of only
to soar.
Two mounted policemen, discovering foodstuffs In Its possession, and is re"We believe that the true remedy
whites stoning negro homes and fear- taining thousands of motor cars, not
for the situation, and one that will
to
on
the
market
down
them
(oirfiebl
go
arson,
permitting
ing
galloped
bouleuird to th' soldier post, tiskltig lest their sale would reduce the prices wresult In lifting the burden tinder
lilch the whole people are struggling,
must take fur
which manufacturer
aid.
The troops piled Into motor trucks, their current production.
Thus, the is for the government to take some
measure to reduce the cost
made a ipilck run down the
government's part Is to maintain the adequate
of the necessaries of life to a figure
posted their machine guns and inflated basis of value created during thut the
present wages and Income of
their lookouts but the while rioters the war. The time has come when the the
people will meet.
had fled.
government should adopt a different
"Should this not be considered feas.Machine
guns, witli their crews program.
"I consider that the time lins come ible, we will be forced to urge that
IHisteil and belts filled witli amniunl-llot- i
ready for action, were placed to- for vigorous measures to remedy these those whom we represent be granted
day at four street Intersections by of- conditions, mid I intend shortly to In an increase In wages to meet the de
ficers mid men of the Eleventh regi- troduce a resolution which I believe terioration of the purchasing price of
tlie dollar, be that what It may. This
ment of reserve inlllliu.
may be useful."
can easily be determined by competent
I'splte the vigilance of the soldiers,
uuthority.
how ever, a ii umber of clashes ocLightning Sets Forest Fires.
"This action may be unique and It
curred between white and negroes.
Mont. Lightning has set
.Missoula,
Three while men were shot down in hundreds of fires In northern Idaho may be properly termed a pioneer
movement In the history of labor orrevolver battles, receiving critical
and western Montana, according to
A white mull and a colored
Hounds,
ganizations In seeking an audience
forest
service
district
ut
received
with the chief executive of our counman were sent to the county hospital
the
forest
here,
causing
and in a manner suggesting to
when they were severely beaten. headquarters
become extremely dan- try,
to
fire
situation
him the convening of the members of
There were a number of arrests made.
In
Xes
Perce
and
the
Selnny,
his cabinet or that portion that inny
have done excellent gerous
The troop
new biases be
work. Adjutant tieiieral Iilcksoii said Clearwater regions. Fifty
quickly assembled.
In
are
alone
reported
he was proud of them. Their com- from lightning
the result sought seems
"However,
winds
mander said they acted like veterans. the Clearwater forest. Heavy
us to Justify the means, and should
flames Into renewed activ- to
fanned
the
saved
Uvea,
protected
many
our efforts In this direction completeThey
and ity In many districts. Conditions In the ly full then we will be forced to reproierty: and they were cool outwere serious, espeforest
Xei
I'erce
mob
thut
steady facing angry
quest granting of an increase in
cially near Elk City.
numbered them many times.
wages to enable them to live according to the American standard.
Bandits
Wreck
Train.
Plane Crosses South America.
"Yet we find ourselves today earnSail tin go, Calif. Lieutenant
Xew York. Mexican bandits In July ing less money than we did prior to
a member of the Italian aviation blew up a passenger train between the war. This ran be demonstrated
mission now In Argentina, lias just Hiuiiniintla and San Marcos, less than by simply taking as an Illustration a
completed an airplane flight from UNI miles from Mexico City, killing dally wage of (5 prior to the war,
Ituinos Aires to Valparaiso, hi trip about sixty person. Including twelve which at that time was worth MO
marking the first crossing by air of the boy from the German college at Pueb- cents, and today It Is worth approxiSouth American continent from the At- lo, according to private advices just re mately. Judging from competent auceived In Xew York.
thority, only 12.15.
lantic to the Pacific.
"We Invite your attention to the
fact that approximately 77 per cent
Big Strike Looms.
Morocco Situation Serious.
A complete tieiip of the
Madrid The situation in the Span of the locomotive engineers are American born citizens, and it may be
railroad of the country la probable, In ish rone tn Morocco
(where the ban
the opinion of M. U llaw ver, president
safely stated that the remaining per
of tl.e tTilcago dlstri-- t council of the dlt Italsull was recently reported to cent are naturalized citizens; and
a new revolt) was de they have, of course, a great Inter
Federated Railway Shopmen's union, have
which called a strike of shop crafts. clared, during debate in the cortes, to est In not only their own welfare, but
He ha returned from Washington and be grow ing more aerlous. Deputy Bar- - In the welfare of all the people, and
declared the strike I spreading rapidthey are not unmindful of your past
da called attention to reports of en efforts
in behalf of the people, and
ly and that the unrest among railway
the move gagements on July 10, 11 and 12. He they should exert every effort, not
worker I so general
ment lia overwhelmed the Interna- said men wearing European uniform only for themselves, but for the counof the various union In and using hand grenades of the latest try in general, as well as the admintional offli-eistration.
vnlvewL
model were fighting tbe Spaniards.
DE LA SALLE INSTITUTE MARKED
FOR DESTRUCTION IN
CHICAGO.
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city-wid-

'baracti riiii' ilir proposal as "labor's bill," it is put forth as a rome ly
for tin' Idyll iii-- l of livlnc, bemuse
the lallroails ure llie l;e, imlustry of
thi' nation. It ili'inamls the 'Veuiiine
ami p;irlnership basnl on
a roal roniinuiiity of interest ami
in iiiiitrol" of wbiili I'resi-ili'iWilson spoke to Congress ami
whieh the siatoinrnt says bits hern
ignored by labor mid the privali' owners of tin' ra ilroails.
" W't' ask," It says, "thai the
of thi' I'liiled Stairs bo vi'Sled
in tin' publii-tlial thosi- iietiinll.v
In conduit inc Hint industry, nut
from Wall street, but from I lie
olfiii'K anil .Minis ami out on tin
iailroail lint's, shall lukc i huru'e of ibis
service for tin' publir."
ISriefly, labor's plan ili'inanils ;
That privali' enpiiul bi' clliiiiuiiteil
from tin' niilroiuls.
'I Inn tin" private owners receive for
s "with ii fixed
tliein pivcrtuneiit
Interest return for every liom'st ilullar
csted."
that thi'.v luivc
That tin- trl piirtlle rontml, heretofore referred to, In- cslabllshi'il III
uhlili sliall lease tlu rumls
umt in which In- public, the upcral lug
Ii in in ). n hi
ami labor shall be repItl
resented
'I'd ii ( thi' public, tin- opi'iatoiK kill
the iintc I'lirni'is shall i) in y share
nil ri'M'iiui' in i vii'ss of tin' nuariiiitiM'
tu private cuplliil, by rantiiu; tit tin'
f
iipil'iltoi'H ami thi' employes
tin- savings wlileli art' cvpeeteil tu bi
made by sueli n perfected urgiiiilr.ii-Homnl to tlu publii' tlu other half
us iiinsiiimrs, I'lthcr by Increasing
service without iiildilif.' rusts or by reducing costs.
"Thi rob' originates, with labor,"
mivs thi- - stali'ini'tit, "Ih'ciiiisi- - labor
happens tu linvc firm nrguiilzai lotm
through which it tuny bcciiuc articulate."
Thi' iialiiini'ii were not ri'iiri'siMiti'd
till' Stllll'llll'tlt Ih IIKI' W. Ii. I Alt,
president of tin briithcrhiuiil, was nut
of thi' city, but it was kii 11 that they
i
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Washington, Aug. 2. Unless tlie
Senator Kendrlck of Wyoming in- f.'ovi'1'inui'iit can reduce the tost of livbill In congreu the other ing Uii.mxi trainmen may strike on
troduced
Major Scott la commander of the
let. 1. They lire asking nil increase
first of Its
day providing for government control
big British dirigible
of s Ii h Ml.l
per yeur. Kour 111!
of the packing Industry.
kind to make a transatlantic flight.
i
ami fifty tluiusaiul sliiipiui'll
One
more pay.
in
ylu.iKKi.iKKi
five liuuilreil tliiuisaml orirali- RACE RIOT COOLS DOWN million
WANT WAGE INCREASE
izcil iailroail employes discuss strike
l.l:ltl
to
coll I inilllll'D Itf irnV- erniucnt ownership.
THIRTY-TWKILLED AND SEV- MONEY IF
MUST HAVE
ERAL HUNDRED HURT.

'il

ecvmofiiic citum-i- l
fnatiTialiKe.
Tlw inncil tin agreed Hint a commit-

tee will meet with the reparation

corn-tnitt-

to evolve a dn by whbi imml prtxlDctton will ls made
mediate
attractive tn irmany. Tlii would
nean a lemetilng f tlie reparation
train on (iermany.

111-4-

c,

i

boule-Miti-

l,

.

Till-ag-

tht

r

Government After H. C. L.
Washington. lometlc unrest creat
ed by the excessive liHjrli cost of living
is now recognized by the administra
tion as a problem as vital as the establishment of eav. To solve the problem i the determination of the Irei-flent- ,
and he set the government ma
chinery In motion on thi task when a
hurried confercm of cabinet officials
and beads of other government depart
ments was held In the office of Attorl
Palmer.
ney fiencnil A.
MiN-iiel-

Western Newspaper Union News Service
' DEKVEB MARKETS.
Cattle.
LSOeTM.aa
Beef steers, ch. to prime..
!.0tl& 13 26
Beef Mteers, good to choice
10.7
Ueef steera, fair to good... I.Su(
1.75
t.li
Heifera. Drime
.6
I.OWtc
Cow a. fat. aood to choice..
k.liU
'.7S
Cowa, fair to good
i.60
S.llt
Cowa. medium to fair
.iutt s.oe
Cowa, cannere
l.uutu 7.0
Jiulla
10.1
u.o
Veal calvea
i.unu 11.00
Feedera. good to choice....
68
.75
Keedeia, fair to good
8luckera. good to choice... I.OU'0 7.7S
i.JSu
Blockers, fair to good
.

Hoaa.

S22.45C23S

Good hogs

Vs-

let

Ol'l.':lliiy.l'll

ltil lljl
out Willi the
formal ili iniinil Hint priviitc ciipiliil be
retired from the iMllnmils. A trlpur
oiiimimmI
tile conll'ol,
of llie public,
the
inu limiwip'im'iit 41ml the em
plnye.--, Is ili'iiiiilnli'il iiisitnil. Addressed
to Hit' A
by
public ami
till- -

CAUSE IS PROSECUTION WHILE ASSISTANT U. 8.
ATTORNEY.

PROBABLE

CENT

QUOTATIONS

In

s,

PLAN

PUT POWER OF OPERATION IN THE PUBLIC AND

WOULD

MARKET

IS DYNAMITED

IS TARGET

OF RAILROADS

Strikes Cause Trade Slump.
London. The general industrial unrest in Great Britain seems at the
present honr to have reached a point
which menaces the commerce of tlie
country with at least temporary disaster. It is considered ixwsible that it
may mean the downfall of the Lloyd
George government The strikes of the
past month have been large enough,
but they are merely symptomatic of an
epidemic of dissatisfaction which appears tn prevail throughout the rank
of organized labor.

Carranza Wants Evidence.
Washington.
Washington officials
were surprised to learn that the Mexican government has dispatched a
small army of secret service' men to
the Tauipjco oil fields to secure evidence against American companies operating there. These detectives are
seeking employment with the oil companies, according to Information which
has been transmitted to the State I e
nartfent and the imnreion prevail
In official circles in Mexico City that
evidence will be manufactured.

Skeea.

I'nlon Newt Service.

fat apringera, good
Umbi,
115.75 6
to choice
fat, apringera. fair
I.ainb,
15.00tjl6.6o
to good
54l .
Yrailing

Ixis Angeles, Cal., Aug. 4'. Itevenge
for the part he played in the prosecution of u group of dynamiters In tbe
Middle West several years ago, waa
assigned by the police here as the

probable motive for an attempt on
tlu- life of Oscar Lnwler, former
general for tlie
attorney
I'niteil Slates. Mr. Law lei's home was
practically destroyed by a bomb and
subsequent fire here, and he ami Mrs.
I.aMler both seriously burned und
otherwise iujiireiL
According to information gathered
by the police, a man driving an automobile slopped In front of the I.awler
residence at Xew Hampshire street
ami Wllshlre boulevard, in an exclusive residential district. He dropped
something, leaped into the car und
rapidly drove nwoy. An explosion followed almost Immediately. Tlie house
his
burst Into flumes. Mr.
wife and one child were trapped
within.
The Lnwlcr home was a large brick
and frame structure in the fashionable
Wllshlre district, In the west part of
the city.
Mr. and Mrs. I.uvvler were sleeping
on a porch in the south side of the
house, opening from a second-flooroom and screened from the street by
an angle of the building. Miss ISessle
Mills, a nurse, and Oscar I.awler, Jr,
were sleeping on a screened porch at
the rear or east end of the house.
When the explosion came, a sheet
of flame at once rushed up the side
of tlie house, directly below the porch
occupied by the Lawlers and cut oft
possible escape toward the outside.
Mr. Lnwlcr and his wife went Into the
house and tried to make their way to
the rear porch, where their sou was
with the nurse.
They were cut off by smoke und
flume and when Mrs. Lawlcr realized
this she fainted. Mr. Luwler took her
In his arms, carried her through flames
to the front of the house and dropped
her to an awning over the front veranda, whence she rolled tn the ground.
He then leaped nfter her.
The young son and the nurse were
rescued from the porch by neighbors.
Another son und daughter were uway
from home at the time.
A thorough Investigation
by city,
county, state and federal authorities
led to the belief that the bomb waa
cans
placed between two
filled with gasoline, or some other
highly Inflammable liquid. Experts
working on the case found fragments
of the bomb sufficient to reconstruct

.75
Ewes, good to choice
Drraaea tultrf.
The following pricea on dressed poul
try are netNo.F. laO. 11. Denver:
Turkeya.
old tonia
Tui
fj
Turkeya, choice
t7 ii i
Heiia, ib
24
tu
22
lucka. young
1
2
Geeae
1
Hooaters
"6
Live Poultry.
21
i Iba. or over... .25 627
Turkeya,
i
26
Duckllnga
25
Gnalinga
45
Broilers, ltlt
.10 em

-

r

five-gallo-

It.

.

Hi-n-

Cox

Kaga.

Kgga. atrictly fresh,
count

c

.110.764) 11.25

latter.

Creameriea, ex. lat tirade, lb.
Creatneriea, 2d grade
Proceaa butter
41
racking atock
Fruit.
Applea, new
Applea, Colo., box
ApiU'ota, crate

at Your Neighbor?
sees
a
Press,
great future for the or

Why Look Critically

ganization.
"Not thut Northfleld is more gos
sipy than any other town in tl
world," said he. "Gossip is an off
It is naturul for
spring of envy.
women to be envious, but It Is true
that men are also moved that way
on occasions.
"It occurs to me we should give
our neighbors the benefit of tbe
doubt.
"Why lift the eyebrow if a neigh
bor's wife hus a new paradise plume
very likely it is an old one ana
was not smuggled.
"Why shrug one's shoulder If some
bank officer appears in a new motor
car very likely be mortgaged his
house to get It instead of stealing tbe
money from the bank.
"Why look critically at your neigh
bor If he has a red nose very likely
It Is from sunburn and not from tippling.
"We'll try to make thla little town
gossip free, and if the outside world
wishes to take up the plan, I'm In
favor of pushing It."

Jllack raapberriea. crate
Cantaloupea, atandard crta..
Cantaloupes, pony crates....
Illack cherriea, box
Cherriea, crate
Currants, crate
Gooaeberrlea, crate
I'eachea, Colo., box..,..
Happberrtea, crate
Strawberries, Colo., pta., crt.

of the
Times building lias Iis Angeles been
In such a furor of excitement as it is
over the bomb outrnge against Oscar
I.awler, lawyer, banker and one of the
most prominent and respected citizens
of I .os Angeles. Helentless war Is tn
he declared ou anarchists of every
kind. A reward of $5,000 offered by
the merchants and manufacturers was
not needed to spur police and people
to the hunt for the men who set off
the cans of nitro glycerin under the
sleeping porch of the luwler home.
Suspicion Is directed against a convict recently released from a penitentiary to which he was sent by Lawler
In the discharge of his duty as prosecutor. Xo trace of him has thus far
been found,
Strikera Mowed Down.
Geneva. Troops sent by the government to quell strike riots at Baale and
Zurich were forced to use machine
guns mounted on automobiles during
the disorders. The strikers at Basle
ripped up the pavements and bombarded the troops, Injuring many. A
number of strikera were killed and
wounded and many were arrested. At
Basle the outbreak was said to be of
a Bolshevist character, while at Zurich
the disorders were attributed to the Increasing cost of living.
Carranza Paymaster Robbed.
Marfa, Tex. Big Bend sheriffs and
rangers were searching for a party of
masked men alleged to have robbed a
paymaster In the Carranza army of
f2.000 near here. The paymaster was
en route to OJinaga, opposite Presidio,
Tex, to pay the Carranza garrison
there. He said his car was stopped by
masked men In an automobile and his
money stolen.
Warships In Earthquake.
On Board U. 8. S. New Mexico.

U

Veaetublea. 8
00r .no
Peans, navy, cwt
4.60
1.50
Ileana, pinto, cwt.
.25
Ileana. lima. lb. ,
.109 .12
Beans, green, Ib
.10
.ItVi
Beans, wax, lb
.20
.16(t
Beets, Colo., dos. bunches t.60
4.00
Beets, new, cwt
.!5
Cabbage, new, Colo., cwt. 2.00f
.B0if
.0
Carrota. dos
l.SOff 4.00
Carrots, new, rwt
.011
.03
Cauliflower, lb
1.00
.60j
Celery. Colo
.35
.250
dos
Corn, Colo.,
3.00
1.35
h. h., dos...
Cucumbers,
f
lettuce, h. h., dos.. .25 fjl .40
.SO
.60S
Lettuce, head, dos
30
.16 4
Onlona, table, dos
6.00
cwt..
Calif
Onions,
.17
.15
Peas, new, Ib
.10
Peas, new, Telephone...
00
Potatoea, new, Colo...,. 4.76 9 3.00
1.60S
Potatnea, old, cwt
.60
...
,40
h.
h.
Radishes, round
.26
.20
Tomatoea, h. h.. lb
.20
.23
Turnips, Colo., dos., bcha,
too
Turnlpa, new, cwt
liar am firala.
farmera, F. O. It. Denver.
(Prices paid
B.
V.
Bureau of Markets.)
By
Wheat, hard winter, 3.cwt. .I3.8O03.33U
3.33
cwt.
rials, white Neb. No.
3.41
Yellow corn, No. 8, cwt....
8.44
Mixed corn, No. 3, cwt....
2 60
Feed barley, cwt
South Park hay No. t. ton. J6.00 J7 00
32 00
GOAT PAYS LEG FOR LOYALTY Alfalfa No. 1. new, ton....
8 00
Btraw, ton
Flour aad Sugar.
Leaps From Mine Sweeper When
(Wholesale pricea by It. 8. Bureau of
Sailor does to Rescue
Markets.)
Wheat flour (In quarters,
Drowning Man.
halvea and
sacks),
I 8.60 ff
per cwt
New York. At the
home Cnrnmeal, yellow and
4. 20
4.30
cwt
white, per
for animals attention is focused Just
10.08
per cwt.
now on bringing about the speedy re Sugar, granulated,
MIIIKS A!n PF.I.TS.
covery of Jim, mascot of the British
I'rlee Mat.
mine sweeper Canada. Jim Is a goat, Butcher, 18Dearer
48e
lbs. and up
48e
with a rigid conception of duty, and Butcher, under 18 lbs
Fallen, all weights
4e
the effect of discipline led him to leap Bulls
30c
and stage
26a
overboard In the wake of his master. Culla
6c per lb. leas.
hides.
salt
Dry
Is
now at the
As a consequence he
Dry Fllat Prlta.
home with a broken leg and minor Wool Bella
46e
wool pelts
40e
Injuries. He was rescued from tbe Hhnrt
30a
Butcher shearingEast river and placed tn the hands of Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts
30c
8 and murrain shearings
No.
18a
the
management for treat
tireea Salted Hides. F.te.
ment,
31a
Cured hides, 25 Ins. up. No. 1....
25 lbs. up. N'o. 3....
30a
Jim Is the property of A. V. Mc- Cured hides,
3(a
Bulls, No. 1
Gregor, a seaman on board the Can- Bulls. No. 3
26a
ada. McGregor trained him to do nines, hides and skins
20e
No. t
.33q4I
many tricks, but he neglected to warn Kip.
No. 1
.20& 43
Kip.
him against leaping overboard. A mem- Calf. No. 1
.32&3
ber of the crew of the Canada, which Calf. No. t and
30c
Branded
calf, No. 1...
has been at anchor In the East river, Branded kip
klD and calf. No. 3...
3a
Part cured hidea, le per lb. leas thaa
fell Into the water. McGregor leaped
after the man, and the goat leaped cured.
Oreen hides, 2c per lb. lees thaa
after McGregor. For a time the goat cured.
GrM Salted HersekMes.
complicated matters, McGregor states, No. 1
114 00 J 15. 0
13.00 6 11.03
but was finally landed on the deck of No. I
80c less.
Headleaa.
tbe sweeper. Tbe seaman was drowned. Ponies and glue
4.00 0 T.Ot
Irf-a-

t.l

Blde-a-We- e

-

Bide-a-We- e

.36t

F.ABTKRW

but
Disposition Is Sour.

He Makes Sirup,

San Francisco.
Theodore
Hazenkamp, chemist for the
Berkeley Sirup works, once
locked his wife, Mrs. Gertrude
Hazenkamp, In a closet and took
advantage of her Imprisonment
to break every dish In the
house, according to the divorce
suit filed by Mrs. Hazenkamp In
tbe superior court.
Her complaint alleged that
when her daughter, Llllle, asked
Hazenkamp to release her mother from the closet he answsd
by knocking her down the stairs.
Mrs. Hazenkamp alleges that
her husband told her aha waa
not fit to associate) with his acquaintances. For long periods,
she charges, he refused to speak
to her.

Sla
dreadnoughts of the Pacific fleet were
shaken severely by a double earthquake shock twenty miles off the coast
of the state of Col I ma, Mexico. None
of the warships reported any damage.
The New Mexico trembled from bow to
stern as if she had struck an uncharted reef, and the navigating offiMistake In Verdict.
cer sounded "collision quarters" on the
Portland, Ore When Judge Dayton
fore-toIn
the
read the verdict the Jurors Jumped
flagship's siren. Sailors
said the basket masts of the war- to their feet and objected. They had
"not guilty" verdict by misship swayed like poplar trees in a gale. signed
take.
Will Have Air Police.
Calls Husband
Jailer.
Chicago Is to have air traffic cop,
Keystone, Neb. Alleging she waa
I'nder the terms of an ordinance In held
a prisoner tn her former borne,
troduced In the City Council by thi for five weeks, Laura Barnt has
corporation counsel, tbe Jurisdiction ol brought suit for divorce from her husChicago's chief of police is extended to band, Ernest. The couple have eight
In age from three to
the air, and exhibition airplane and children ranging
seventeen years.
be
gas bag aircraft will
prohibited
- Watch Yew Step.
from flying over the city. All rules and
regulations regarding flying are to lie
Hereafter
Oklahoma City. Okla.
enforced by the superintendent of po erring. members of the genus homo
lice. If it is necessary policemen will must watch their step. Police departbe trained to enforce the regulation
ment borsea here are to wear rabbet
p

O

13. one S. SO
1.60 l 2.00
2.00 ii 2.60
3.60
3.604 4.00
2.00 'u 3 00
J 50
1.761 2.00
8. 266 4.00
2.60 41 3.00
1.76 l 2.00
3. OH 3.25
00
6.6041

100-l-

'Not since the dynamiting

57
63
61

At

Hose

LIVESTOCK.

Chita.
Heavy welRht.

321.lt
weight. 321.600 21.00;
lltthtwelght. 121. 80(123.00; light light.
22.60: heavy packing
820.76
sows,
smooth.j
21.O0j2160: packing sows,
pigs. 32O.OO021.6t.
rough. 81t.7ttj.20.76:
Beef steers, medium and
Cattle
heavyweight, choice and prime, 316.88
and rood. 113.350
medium
(jl8.6t:
810.26012.26:
16.88: common.
lightgood and choice. 814 60017.75:
weight,
19 506 14 60;
common
and medium,
butcher rattle, heifers. 37.26014.60;
cowa, 17.25 4j 11.76: canners and cuttera,
veal calves, light and
86.7607.38:
handyweisht. 816.00017.35:
feeder
steere. 87.76013.76;
stocker steers,
26
17.00011.36: Western range steers.
8
60013.76.
016.28; cowa and helfera.
Labi ha. 64 pound
down.
Sheep
313.80018.36: culls and common. 88.60
013.36: yearling wethers, 110.60013.25:
ewes, medium, good and choice. 87.000
t.6t; culla and common, 81.76 0 6.60.
22.30: medium
e Chicago.

METAL MARKETS.

Colorado settlement prices. "
.
Bar silver
$1.07
Copper, pound
.320 t .83ot H
bead
Spelter
76
T.(t 013.04
Tungsten, per unit
Cmbi Grain mmt Praytslons,
Com No. t mlxedL 81330
Chicago.
8 yellow. 88.00 0 2.02.
No.
t.te:
Oata No. I white, T6081Hc: No. I
white. 77 4 081c
R,e No. 3. II 6701.68.
Barley 31.3701.41.
Timothy 83.000 11.66.
Clover NomlaaL
Pork Nominal.
314.60.
Lrd
Ribs
2;.O0 286.
fajaterw PioaWce.
Butter, creamery,
410
Chicago.
I8H.
KKgs Firsts, 41H042He: ordinary
firsts. 30 40c: at mark, cues included.
830 41c; storage packed firsts, 430
41 Sc.
Alive,
Poultry
springs. 100 32c:
fowl.
Potatoes Kansas, lflsaotirUand Illinois tjarly Ohio, sacked, carlot. 82 to
0 3.10 cwt.: Irish Cobblers. Kansas,
sacked, carlot., 33.190 3.28 cwt.: do.
Virsrlnia and Maryland, Jobfclnr 87.26
0 7.35 bbl.
PlacervilTe,-whichas been practi
cally destroyed twice by fire, is being
rebuilt on a plan that will insure both
beaaty and permanency.

2lc

h

F

WEATHER-PRQ- O

amount of effort. The feed and Utter
carriers eliminate many stepa In carrying both feed and manure, while the
r
addition of a
system win
bring the water to drinking cupa at
eacn stall, or to a tank set at one
end of the building.
The advantage of building of hollow
tile la twofold. The air spaces In the
tile provide insulation, which makea
the barn warm in the winter and cool
In the. summer although the herd la
housed little during the hot weather.
It also la practically Indestructible, and
Is fireproof. When a fireproof or a
roofing la used, there Is
little danger that the building will be
damaged by flames.
The silo In connection with a hollow
tile barn usually la constructed of the
same material. In this construction It
la practicable to put a water tower, on
top of the silo, which will .furnish all
the pressure needed to carry fresh wa
ter to all of the farm buildings.
it win be noted that there Is an
abundance of windows in the stable
wall. These permit the entrance of
both fresh air and sunshine, two essen
tials to the health of the cows and
horses. Sunshine Is nature's greatest
disease germ killer and Is a purifier,
Such a barn as this will not only be
a beautiful addition to any farm build'
ing group, but will prove to be a mon
ey maker In conserving the health of
the animals and the feed that they
will need during the winter, when they
are Indoors.

CHARGED WITH

HomeTovm

fresh-wate-

IS ASSET

BARN
Modern Building

Profit-Mak-

for

er

the Owner.
DESIGN

THAT

IS

POPULAR

Keeps Live Stock In Good Condition
and Makea Thorn Mora Productive la Constructed of Hollow Tile.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and aive advice FREE OK
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building work on the farm, for
the readers of this paper. On account of
bis wide experience as Editor, Author and
he Is, without doubt, the
Manufacturer,
highest authority on all these subjects.
Addrevs all Inquiries to William A.
No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
111., and only inolose two-cestamp for
reply.
Kid-for-

d,

Those farmers who have good looking farm buildings take as much pride
e
In them a the autolst does In a
automobile. But aside from the
satisfaction
that modern buildings
bring to their owners, there la a more
practical aide to having
bams, hog houses, corn crlba and othArtistic Wives.
er farm structures. A good barn, one
Geraldine Furrar said at a tea:
weather-proof
and lias an Inte"Girls who have gone In for the arts,
that la
rior arrangement that permits of the fulled and then married us a lust re- hand-gom-
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VICTIMS ARE

nuw
CAUTIOUS.

An American ambulance driver
the rrench army, running over a roa
under heavy shell fire, saw a gree
driver with a truck in a shell hoi

ays Judge.
"Stuck, old man?"
"Yen, this Is my first time undi
Are.
'ou see, they always told me
hell never hits in the same plue
twice, so I drives into this hole, and
well, by gum, purd, can't you pull
nie out?"
Shakespearean Knowledge.
Vhut is the meaning of the word
adage?'" a schoolmaster asked.
'A pluce to put cats Into," wag the

COULDN'T
KEEP A JOB.

ft r" 1

"

'sT"

sT v

SI

Powder Can:
What's the mat-

ter?

Pistol:
Oh,
I'm Betting fired
all the time.

BURNED

Escaped Lover, Destined to Become
Thirteenth Victim, Is Expected
to Give Startling Testimony at Trial.
Paris. French detectives continue
the Investigations into the strange case
of Henry Landru, under arrest charged
with the murder of II women and one
Landru Is being detained In
boy.
prison while the police are completing
the net of evidence which, they assert, will show this modern Hluebenrd
to be the
of modern
times. The police have also taken Into
custody Mile. Fernade Segeut, who was
with Landru at the time of his arrest.
She Is believed to know much of Lnn- Uru's past affairs and, according to
the police, was destined to be his thir
teenth victim. Paris Is said to be Im
patient for the trial, which Is expected
to reveal a tale of shocking and fright
ful Inhumanity.
Bonea and Ashes of Victims.
It Is believed by the police that
most of the victims of Landru disappeared at his secluded country home,
Villa Gauihals. There detectives have
discovered charred bits of women's
clothing, burned bones of human be
ings, ribs and pieces of ribs, arm hones
shin bones and human teeth. In numerous ash plies, believed to contain
the remains of some of (he victims, de
tectives have discovered bits of melted
glnss, hairpins and teelh.
In the kitchen of the home were
found meat saws, such as only a butcher keeps, and a kitchen stove which,
In the opinion of the police, served to
burn the bodies. In the cellar great
stains of blood were found, covered
with sand. Discovery of a large can
tilled with tar has led the police to the
arch-crimin-

Expert on Subject Offers Advice to
Outdoor Art Committees of
Town Booster Clubs.
Booster clubs for town planning and
civic Improvements are the natural
e
defense and
outgrowth of our
patriotic leagues. Our suburban towns
should not overlook this opportunity to
e
utilize these
organizations In
furthering the welfare of their com
munities. Many Interesting activities
can be carried on, for the Improvement
and beoutlficatlon of your (own and
community. I would suggest the following as being Important, Interesting
and practical.
Have your boosters' club appoint an
outdoor urt committee. The members
of this committee should be citizens
who can give considerable time, are
and appublic spirited,
preciate what town Improvements
mean. This committee should recommend the adoption of an ordinance foi
the protection and regulation of tree
planting on all the public streets.
It should condemn the planting ol
soft wood short-livevarieties of trees
like the willow, boxelder, Cottonwood
poplar and soft maples. All of these are
a nuisance and In many cases destructive. The roots of the willows,
poplars and cottonwoods fill the sew
ers and injure pavements, while the
box elders and soft maples are alwayf
seriously affected by Insect and fungus
diseases.
vari
Only the hardwood
eties should be recommended by this
committee, such trees as the American
elm, red and pin oaks, sycamore, Nor
way maples, lindens, ginko, ironwnod
locusts, etc. These trees will grow tc
be several hundred years old, are not
seriously uffected by Insect and fungiit
diseases and seldom look shabby or
unsightly. J. II. I'rost lu Chicago
Dally News.
war-tim-

war-tim-
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Loading a Motortruck With Melons In the Field The Melons Having Been
Previously Laid In the Runs Are Passed From Hand to Hand and Then
Into the Motortruck.
Comparatively few of us know of
the care and attention given to Friend
Melon, from the time be is plucked to
the moment he Invites our uttentlon
at our table.
The Itrnwioy fields In California average 3."0 cars of melons a day during
the cantaloupe season, and the melon
reason lasts about fifty days. Thousands of men work lu the fields pick.
and watermelons,
Ing cantaloupes
passing them from one to another, then
to motortrucks which take them to rail

HIT BY DECISION

FARMPRODUCTS
Successful Solution of Short-HaProblem Confronting Transportation Expert.
ul

POPULAR METHOD OF MOVING

Ruling of Supreme Court They
May Be Barred From Real
Rural Freight Now Hauled by Farmer
He Is Indeed
dence Districts.
Who Owns Truck and Handles His
A dismal elf.
Who cannot chuckle
Own Marketing as Well as
The power granted cities by the
At himself.
work being oone in tne easiest way, la sort muKe poor wives.
That of Neighbor.
United States Supreme court to ellnil
"I know a girl who married after
a profit maker for Its owner. The live
nate billboards altogether In the rest
Mai de Mer.
stock are healthier and, In the case of failing In music. It Is reported that
by the t'nlted States Depart
dentlal districts Is hailed with appro (Prepared ment
"A linguist has a great advuntugu at
the dairy farmer, are more productive. her husband said one night In his
of Agriculture.)
bation by the American Civic assoda
a."
At the same time It costs no more to cups :
Hauling farm produce to market in
tlon in a bulletin which It devotes to
" 'My wife used to play the guitar.
"Kh?"
cure this extra production and the
motortrucks represents one means of
the billboard evil. The decision which the
Now she hie picks on me.' "
"lie can groan In severul languages,
profits that go with It.
successful solution of the "short
protexis the millions of dollars Invest haul," one of the most dllllcult probWith the costs of operating a farm
ed in homes and civic improvements lems which confronts the
Believes in 'Em.
To Teach Thrift
as high as they are now and with the
transporta
was rendered In the case of the Cusuck tion
A specluily prepared set of text
"Itoanlly's th' most superstltlotii
prices of the foodstuffs for man and
expert.
company agulnst Chicago.
beast that the farm produces at the books will soon be used In the public man I ever saw.
Method Is Popular.
The Civic association, in the strong
"Superstitious?"
present level, savings in labor and pro- schools. These books will build the
Failure of railroads to keep pace
est
to
communities
urges
language,
tection of crops and live stock are foundation of thrift and economy
"lie's the sign painter, you know
with the expansion of the short-hau- l
protect themselves from the Intrusions business, the development of the prowell worth considering. A ton of hay, which will be curried on through the
In
billboards
of
residence
the
districts,
bushel of wheat or corn, and the higher schools, thereby molding the
Comparisons.
areas adjoining the larger cities
It calls the billboards "eyesores," ducing
health of the animals all mean money hnblt of saving into the character of
What a fine Hush was on that pret
in proportion to the production dewhich
values.
depreciate property
nowadays, and are worthy of being the future men and women of America ly little wife's cheek the other night
mands asked of them, and the upbuildLos Angeles already has taken adhoused in buildings thut will protect and, best of all, no one is really too
'Humph. It was nothing to the
ing of the motortruck manufacturing
It
vantage of the power given
One flush In her husband's hand."
them from weather and rodents.
by the
to
bar billboards from
Supreme court
This la particularly true with regard
Seems Like Prophecy.
all parts of the city except business
to the dairy herd, and the winter's
Financier.
I have a friend, a professor at Icedistricts.
Whether a block is In n
Itoh Still In the hole?
tupply of feed for It. A
1
.
land Stunford Junior university, who
business district Is determined by the
ed burn Is essential to the prosperity
Jack Yes, I wish I could borrow
was a tutor in the
ago
muny
years
written consent of the owners of CC
of every farmer.
debts
to
and
my
starl
pay
enough
house of Ilohenzollern. lie taught the
per cent of the property In the block
In the accompanying Illustration Is six
with a clean slate.
'
V., ,
J
lusty sons of the former kaiser to again
and the two adjoining blocks.
shown the type of barn that Is popular
was telling me not
friend
shoot.
This
So
It
will
tuke
the
the
of
la the corn belt, especially In Iowa,
permission
Fatal Need.
long since that ore day when be was
s
owners of
of the frontage
where the furmers are extraordinarily
Her face looked worn."
young Frederick Ilohen- in three blocks to erect billboards
build' Instructing
prosperous. It Is a gambrel-roo- f
the worst thing about
that's
Yes,
In
crown
matters
then
prince,
along one block.
Ing, constructed of hollow building lollern,
People have to wear
arose between some faces.
The billboards may be banished at
Seized and Handcuffed Landru.
tile. W hile this kind of a barn costs of history, discussion
'em."
and
and
about
the
rise
teacher
pupil
more to build than a plank frame build
any time upon the request of the
fall of dynasties.
theory that Landru used tar with coal owners of ,ia per cent of the frontage.
ing It will prove economical In the
Quite Definite.
"I will be more autocratic than my
to create a fire sufficiently hot to con
Kansas City Star.
long run because It la practically InIs
Mrs.
"Where
Malaprop?"
your
....
sume bodies.
father when I come to the throne,"
.,
destructible.
to
was
the
said
she
"She
going
Sensational Arrest of Bluebeard.
The hollow tile Is plastered with ce- declared the youthful crown prince. mezzotint floor to foam for her chef
Appropriate Gardens.
Landru was arrested In I'arls, where
"Well, your highness," replied the
Much that has been snid in regard
ment up to the window sills. Another
fonyear.
(Jull-lewhen
know
do
nume
was
that
of
"how
he
under
the
tutor,
you
living
to
Is
house
the
applies equally well to
plastered two feet above the
strip
dies you will have a
Two detectives entered his home the
windows, which gives the building a your father
garden. Let Its style be detercome
to?"
to
on
to
throne
of
eager
being
purchase
pretense
mined by locality. Formal
finished appearance. The gambrel roof
Motor Truck Used for Carrying Milk
The crown prince only laughed, said
his automobile. Once they were in- with neat hedges and direct gurdens
also adds to Its appearance and gives
paths are
ExLanPost
Rochester
handcuffed
Informant.
seized
and
to Market.
IN
LEGISLAmy
side,
they
more and more appropriate as we apthe greatest amount of mow room.
TIVE HALLS.
dru and told him he was under arrest. proach the conventionalities of
The stable floor Is of concrete. As press.
city
war
Shouting and screaming and trying to life. Leave the picturesque gardens activities, as well as the recent
Did you see
will be seen by the floor plan, one secthis
have
crisis,
emergency
popularized
off
he
the
tear
handcuffs,
protested to spacious, picturesque surroundings.
the lady sention of the stable Is for cowa and the
As Jimmy 8aw It.
etbod of moving farm produce to
against the arrest.
ator?
other for horses. The cow stalls are
James was too pugnacious to his
Winding paths and other features of market.
I did.
the natural garden require to be close
ranged along the two aides of the build- mother's way of thinking. She often
Survey Is Made.
And what LOVERS REFUSE TO PART to nature. An orchard
la both more
ing and are separated by a driveway, scolded him for getting Into fights
The bureau f markets conducted an
was
she
doing;
or litter alley, which extends through with other boys, and told him It wonld
useful and more beautiful In the prox- extensive
survey of sixty motor routes
when you saw
the center of the building. The feed be better to stand a little picking on
imity of the small house that Is not to ascertain the defective practices and
her?
Pennsylvania Olrl Burns Self to Death far
from
town.
alleys are along either wall, and for than to be fighting half the time. One
The
maincost
of
sslble to suggest Improveas far as
as Sweetheart Dies by
She was pow.
this reason the silo Is placed at one day he came home with garments
tenance Is least In the orchard garden ment which would stabilize the indusBullet
dcring ber nose.
corner. An overhead trolley track runs soiled and torn and explained that he
with paved paths, flowering shrubs, try.
The bureau found that rural
v
and borders of perennials.
freight Is hauled by the former who
Northampton, la. Two lovers, Nava
owns a truck and handles his personal
New hard, sixteen years old, and Fai
Improve the Grounds.
nter Lilly, nineteen years old of North- marketing ns well as that of his neighFirst
Safety
s
Unfortunate, Indeed, Is the family bor by motor, by the local truck
rttn ALltT
mpton, 1'a., died In a tragic manner which
Full many a grave
has no trees or shrubbery about
who haul farm produce as a busias the result, it is asserted, of a suila tilled today
By men who had
cide pact. The parents of the girl had the house and which haa permitted ness, by the local automobile or truck
Hobs: Stall:
ft"
The right of way.
o t'c ti cdw brlnja
tot
refused to permit her to accept the this much of 1019 to go by without agencies that operate transportation
lo coplanting anything. Piling up of money, trucks ns a side line, by the city transttentlon of Lilly.
Sign of Wealth.
The young people walked to Hower- - land or stock for some one else to use fer company which also encages in
LiTtta Allm
at the expense of some of the com- rural hauling, and by the large corHir-atio"They must be very wealthy."
town, a mile away from their home,
"What makes you think sot
erntc a fleet of trucks
which
down by the roadside forts and pleasures easily obtained for
here
sat
they
"They own a phinngri)h."
and ended their Uvea. The girl, with a home Is not only poor Judgment, but over a wide range of territory. Natur"Shucks. Lots of people own pho
ttoest 3i-tally with such a diversity In the haulll
3t
the assistance of her lover. It Is poor business policy.
nogrnphs."
ing agencies, there is a similarly wide
Dull Ptw
Are to her dress and was
set
thought,
"I know, hut they keep theirs sup
No Need of Haste.
iot.cxJ
ranee In their methods of doing busi
Then
burned
to
death.
Lilly,
young
rr.t.D
v
was a rookie In the same ness.
plied with the very latest records."
There
of
coroner.
to
the
the
theory
according
BBBaesamaaaaaaB
SBaaeBBeassa
shot himself several times through the squad I was In who objected sttongly
to drilling.
Quite Up to Date.
He executed "squads
Grease the Universal Joints.
minutes later.
few
a
head, dying
Old Friend So yon are engaged?
and "squads left" in gloomy
These are perhaps the most neglect
right"
Floor Plan.
on
note
a
The
the
left
ground
pair
Ethel Oh, yes; he's nothing but I
but when "double time" was ed parts of the mechanism, because
they told of their purpose to silence,
ever both the litter alley, for the re- had been In a fight because he bad re flat, but he has a motorcar, flylm; In which
given be growled loud enough for the they are generally the hardest to get
die, as they could not live apart
moval of manure, and over the feed fused to take a dare. After a heated machine and pots of money.
whole squad to hear, "Hey, what's the at The univorsals must be kept propOld Friend Then he's what yon't
argument with his mother about It he
alleys for the distribution of feed.
r they will develop
hurry? We ain't goln' n cohere."
erly lubricated
Safe
Lost
Found
and
$25,000.
The stalls are of steel, with either exclaimed, "Gee whit, mother.
call a modern flat with all convenl
Chicago Tribune.
intensive wear.
E.
Eaa
Ten
Francisco.
concrete, steel or wooden mangers. At shouldn't think you'd want to bring np encea, f suppose? London
years ago C
McCormlck of this city lost his office
t
the rear of each of the rows of stalls your boy to be a coward P
Hearts Asunder.
Save the Nut
la a gutter sunk Into the concrete floor
safe, containing between $25,000 and
The Reason.
"We can never marry."
When bolting parts together, do nol
and connecting with a drain. This per"Does your chauffeur gossip about $30,000 in bonds. The safe failed to
Long Indian Name.
"Why notr
try to make the nut pull the bolt
The longest geographical Indian your affairs that yon call bim a leak follow bim when be moved. Recently
mits of washing down the stall floors
"I am the heroine of a summer nov- through If the latter sticks. Take a
name la probably that of Lake Charg- - vessel?"
an attorney came upon a strong box el, while you are merely the hero of hammer and drive the bolt Into
and flushing the gutter.
place.
e
0 gagogmaunchaugagogebebunnygnnga.
At the end of the barn
"No; f call him that because t an that no key would fit A locksmith a dally storyette." Louisville Courier
Otherwise the threads are likely to
stalls art provided In the floor plan, maug. This lake ia In Massachusetts always bailing bim out."
opened It and revealed the missing JoornaL
be ruined.
but they are of sufficient size so that and Its name has recently been chang
bonds.
-more animals can be boused. This ed to Lake Webster. The word la of
Short Work.
Some" Talker.
Lubricate Steering Column.
section also has a concrete floor, gut- Algonquin origin and Is said to mean
Jones Have ron any good farm
Finally Consented.
Jimmy had been over playing with
It sometimes haptens that a lack of
New Tork. "Kamerad," said Chaa the little boy who had Just moved la
ter and stalls of one of the materials "How the south wind made a large for sale?
lubricant at the dash bracket will
water where many blackbirds chatter."
mentioned.
Real Estater Are yon a good Judg-o- f Zimmerman after more than twe across) the street. Wbea he came cause an
apparent binding of the steerThere are no posts In the mow
months of Jail. He was allowed t borne I asked hlra how be liked the
farm property?
ing wheeL Sometimes dirt works Its
floor In this type of a barn, leaving
Education Always Helps.
who
caused
Stella
aew
Jones I am.
Dugovics,
marry
like him
neighbor. He rmlied,
into this bearing and causes the
all the space for the storage of roughThe success of the unlettered maa
kls Incarceration with a breach of fine for game, but be is the talklngest wsy
Real Est a ter I haven't
to cramp.
parts
age. The ventilator shafts are In the Is often argued to show that men do
kid yoa ever beard." Chicago Tribpromise suit
walls, leading from the foul air Intakes not need education. In special cases
Real Help.
Automobile.
In the stable to the ventilators on the the troth may seem to be conclusive,
Is Always Dangerous.
"What are yon doing to help yosn
To enable an automobile to pull Itroof.
bat did yon ever top to Inquire what fellowmanT" asked the reformer.
Mich.
Student
A Need ef the Times.
Big Rapids,
self out of a mudbole there has n
From this description of the Interior the fellow might have become had be
are
Well, for one thing," replied th rlage here Is dangerous. Classmates
ladders, chick- Invented a reel of broad tape which,
of the barn It will be readily seen that education added to his natural talents? old crouch In the corner, "I'm trjinj took Harold Tfbbett clipped his hair, ensfbera
and pancake flours, bat what the when fastened to a mired wheel. Is
the work of caring for the cows and He has succeeded In spite of a handi to keep out of his way as much m docked him In a lake and made him times need
more is the self raising sal unwound
by it to form a dry
horses can be done with the least cap and not because of It-walk hack to town barefooted for mar- sry. Boston Herald.
rying one of the coeds.
By
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TIRES

Wet weuther Is very destructive to
tires that are partly worn out. The
uveratre motoris.1 is apt to think of his
tires as being made only of rubber,
and therefore waterproof.
A partly worn tire Is a long ways
from being waterproof, however, and
the other materials that enter Into
Its construction ure decidedly subject
to damage from water. When water
gets Inside the breaker strip of u tire
and into the fabric ami friction gum,
it causes rapid disintegration.
One
reason why our good roads make tires
last longer Is thai they dry quickly
after rain. About the only g 1 thing
that can be said for our dry winter Is
the fact that tires last longer.

FOR CLEANING

VALVE STEMS

Way Is to Inject Little KeroseneOil Softens snd Washes
Off Carbon.

Simple

A simple way of lieunlng
valve
stems which lire under suspicion of
harboring carbon deposits is to Inject
n little keroseim in the ulr valve of the
carburetor while the engine Is running. In this way n little of the kerosene finds Its way down the valve
stem and softens ami washes off 'he
carbon. It Is no bad Idea to do this
once u mould or so.

KEEP RADIATOR WELL FILLED
Driver Who Is Careful of His Machine
Will Add a Little Water
Frequently.
When the cooling system Is kept In
uctlon. It Is
motion by tbermo-syphoquite Important that the radiator he
kept reasonably full In order that there
be a back resistance to aid In forcing
It Is good engine
the water forward.
care to frequently add a little water,
instead of waiting for the engine to
knock for water.
TO

GET

CLEAR

RAIN

VISION

Nothing Is Better Than Kerosene and
Glycerin Mixed for Cleaning
the Windshield.
It frequently conies In handy to know
that a little bottle of kerosene and
glycerin mixed In equal parts will clear
the glass of the windshield of
raindrops and give clear vision ahead.
This cotuHiund operates to spread the
rain drops In a thin even sheet all
over the surface Insteud of letting It
stand in globules.

THE

oier-ator-

celciwt

ON

Water
Inside of Breaker Causes
Rapid Disintegration Good Roads
Are Favored.

long-live-

BILLBOARDS

way terminals, where they are crated
and placed in refrigerator cars.
The cars come Into the station loaded with the ice, the Ice Is unloaded, the
crates shoved In, the Ice put in the
ami the cars start on their
way. Thirty-eigh- t
cukes of
ice go Into each car and the Ice
Is changed nine times between the
starting point and Chicago. The cost
in Ice alone Is $75 per car. Twenty-fivto thirty tons of melons are shipped in each cur.

DAMPNESS

MOTORS TO HAUL

Comment.

7

CALIFORNIA FIELDS

French Detectives Are Unraveling
the Past of Modern
PLANT RIGHT KIND OF TREES
Bluebeard.

Si
yiv'.fS-"-

BY MILLIONS FROM

12 MURDERS

pupil's answer.
'What put such an idea Into your
head?"
"Well, sir. doesn't It sny In Shakepeare. 'I.Ike the poor cut In the
adage?' "

s

HARVEST CANTALOUPE AND WATERMELONS

P AUTOMOBILE

9! II

WORLD Q

The manufacturers of curs, trucks
and parts now employ more than
men and women. This does
not Include accessory manufacturers,
or the lien employed In garages, repair shops and new or used car sales
establishments.
If every passenger car now In use
I'nlted States traveled only
3.io miles a year, a low average, and
carried three passengers each mile
covered, the total passenger mileage
would be approximately 4.".o i0.0 ).
In the

The wholesale value of approximatetires to be manufactured
this year will probably exceed SOV
ly LiUHo.il"!
(SKt.fHW.

e

There are 5.TO manufacturers of finished cars and trucks and about
concerns manufacturing some parts of
a finished car or truck.

7.J

.A squeaking brake may usually be
stopped by applying a special brake
lining compound In the space between
the ends.
e

Store harm may result to the vehicle
In the first 510 miles of running than
in all the rest of Its life.
e

per cent of the cars la
operation today are owned and used
by farmers.
e
Steel rims are bound to rust unless
they are given proper care.
More than 40
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enough to give
and appeals to ton
nous .thought
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:
The fact seems to be that no one
able to determine what
has
the actual causes of the constant rise
in prices ere. Therefore no one is
able to prescribe the proper remedy,
Profiteering is rampant it is gener..!- ly admitted, but what is the remedy
to curb profiteering? The remedy
remains to be found.
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a supply of gold in ih
world now exceeding $20,000,000,080.00.
rharpe the da-. " c ....mnithlv
of our currency through
inflation with h.lf of the increase
we eat and
Wit everything
are w. ging to do
wear
Bitnut ii'
in rest 01 ine worio i
.ufferine from the same kind of in- A number of
flation of currency.
the European nations suffer more
than we do. Readjusting the pur- chasing power of money is no easy
matter and can not be done over
night. It will take time to get the
worlds mony back to normal. This
means that prices are not likely to
drop very tjuicmy.
nnlhar. raiisn nf. inrmiitlVn rDricfl
'A s.w
is the plan that our government has
f- .nrr.ur.oine
in.
"
creases in wages without regard to
earning power of labor. The res- ..... ...
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.igntru
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because they are reach- of cussing
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ing out 10 gel lpuiiuhi in ..ioi.j out- They may be manipulating prices
rageously in the face of the severe
criticism ot the lederal trade com- mi.unn l.vr, stork ffrowers. ana sue
coniunirr generally. But so far no
remedy in law has been found and
is verv doubtful if the Kenyon
and Kendrick bills will meet the sit- uation.
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THE HIGH PRICES

conservative figure, according to Le ed away and it is necessary for cars and will invest in Roy town prop
The four orchards are to ford the river, borne work is erty and quit farming with this
Koy Hon.
r.n the Keel. Tavlor. Strsckler and being done on the road south of year'i wheat crop. Roy
Ucrnwick ranches and the peaches Ship Rock, but because of almost
sold have brought over $2,000 daily rains the road is very bad
NEWS REVIEW already
to the owners of the orchards. The and heavy cars are having great dif New Building
Ray Carr, the contractor in charge
prices ot - the peaches nave ranged ficulty in getting over tne roaas.
From Farmington north into Colo- of the building of the big new lumfrom 6 to- 10 cents.
roads
the
from
are
the
tomato
Mr.
rado
Hon
(Continued
page one)
blight
splendid. Gallup ber shed of Roberts & Oliver Co.
says
has the concrete foundation all in
fael Leon, timekeeper, employed by in that section has been arrested, Herald.
r
Iron & Cop-- ! but that it has killed the greater
and has started on the super structhe
ture.
Association
per Company, at Fierro, are charged - 'part of the crop. Otherwise the crops Attorneys Organic
G. Kitchell has the three big buswith obtaining money by false pre- there are coming along well, and
The Gallup attorneys have formed
tenses while a second complaint the cattle are in better shape than an organization, which will be known iness rooms in the Foster Block,
charges Garcia with forgery. It is they have been for a long time. as the McKinley County Bar As- - roofed, enclosed on three sides, some
the Deming Headlight,
floor laid and most of the lathing
enr ia t inn
alleged that through collision fic-1
and the porch or metal awning
two men carried the names of
The county association will be
had
filiated with the State Bar associa all up.
Harvests Fin Peach Crop
tiuous employes on the payroll,
The buildings cover all but three
checks made out for such persons' Twelve hundred pounds of peaches tion of which nearly all the lawof the block
and cashed them, retaining the gathered from five trees is the
yers in New Mexico are members. lots of the entire front
thus obtained.
One of the objects of the county and comprises ten business rooms,
jcord that has been made this sea- The two men were given a pre-- 1
SPEEDING ROAD BUILDING
by O. H. Cooper, who has his association is to bring the lawyers with more to be built later. Roy
liniinary hearing and are being held orchard southwest of town. He hast into closer working relations with
The progress in road construction to await the action of the grand eleven peach trees in his orchard. each other, to formulate rules under
The Wilson Company combined
an(j of these six were of the early which they will work in the district
does not look speedy to many in jury under bond ot iZ.'i'K eacn.
court and to plan and urge legn'sla- - harvester and thresher has been runNew Mexico. We have read and are Silver City Enterprise.
'tearing varieties.
ning full blast for some days and
From five Mr. Cooper has already tion which will improve court
reading long stories about what the
is evidently proving a success, judg
1200 pounds, and expects dure.
harvested
is doing to build Dlorest
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Fred Mevers, of the Square Deal1".?
and the great chunk, of money the ley is the biggest and best
Craw-lon- g
o
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Developer.
far
have
been
and
Early
Meat Market, at Gallup, has purchasprobably ing
government has for this purpose. The crown in that section
new $2510 Kistler auto truck,
first Federal road act was approved .he best ever produced anywhere in ford. Mayflower and Carmen, which ed
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There are 2.0 trees of different business. He is preparing to make a cream company reports that in
has actually under construction less man who visited the valley stated
than a dozen Federal aid projects, lie had never seen anything to stir- - varieties in the looper orchard. trjps t0 (he San Juan county to one week twenty six, HI gallon cans
distance of about one pass it even in the middle west among them being apples, pears and purchase pork, poultry and other of cream were shipped from Levy.
covering
That for the past month over 4000
where com growing i.as reached its plums, with one plum tree giving n ;,,., jes for his popular market,
hundred miles.
pounds of cream were shippid. That
crop of yel- promise of a
The Federal government is never highest state of develorment.
fat wis
The crop is so large that the cut-- low Mipar plums of excellent flavor,
in a hurry and so far the actua
L. G. Swinney of Gallnt) the price paid for buiter
Prof.
J.
Since he planted his orchard six has returned from Silver City, where 50 cts a pound Wagon Mound Senpro- construction under way of Feder.l ting of n presents a erici-is
aid road in the United States is Mem to the grower' and investiga- - years ago. Mr. Cooper has had 4 for the past two months he has been tinel.
a view 01 cl.anre
to conduct some investiga
limited. According to official fig- - tions are t.eing made
np. nf .n. tnetmrtors nt the snm- - J- A.
some corn ha est ing
iMns into the rnianties of the va- mer normal.
Stevenson has pur h sed 640
, getting
Prof. Swinnev while!
urn oi inr nr'iiuiiurni
Citv rious kinds of fruit and to decide
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rm.i r.n..t,.(rl o eonrse of acres olM- -.land of the Wilson Com- charge of . this work, 677 projects chinery for ti'c this f ,!
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which are the best for prnwine
Stevenson seems to be
stndv which he had been pursuing Pd".v
agreements had on June 30, 1919, Enterprise.
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miles of road t a total estimated Qualifies for Contest
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fierald T. f.ouin of
A contract for the erection of a
of John Kirk success here is good rea'on for it
cost of $5fi.367 334 94, of which half
f. F. Kni.
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Mills peveloper.
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ge was the niw school house at I.tivor, east of of the Cotton Co.. ha purchased the
would he paid by in reaerai gov ,student
,. New Meviso
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boy to o,ualify for Deminp. to take the place of the McAdams trading store on the north
fine that was burned down some time side and has assume management
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Last 'veels at Alaiiiagor-:ec.vnv at the national rife matches cost 22)2 and will he built to ac- - tain hi residence in Gallup. He has
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to be held M Caldwell. N' J , Fifty omrnodate about 30 pupils.
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in business in tiallup tor sev.
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dewalk to
feet of concrete
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eral years and has built tip one f'siiiaTe
A M. Horn.
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Build Dipping Vat
the
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trading
largest
thfinal elimination coniesi.
Comm.Mion ha. taken promp act 01
Tie uniterl cowmen have deoiHed in this viriGallup Herald.
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C. Pierce
Fine Crops Every One Busy
has been
the increased rales effective April a
are Cherries idums and peach ' form the
South nf town all farmer
ed to give the ni?tter his personal
1st on order of the postmaster general. The Western Union will have
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Plenty of pras cows c.,v- - hulk ot tne l)itimenl. Mr. smitn
Mipervision and J. L. Walktr hat'hapfiv.
secretary-treasure- r
h( t n chosen
of in? lot of milk and cream, real
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money, (iiiell has cm m rye. wnwii
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i
ri ittnin cr mint h
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conceded to he the hest crop of
The Mountain States Telephone
ui.rt, was litre to su; erinit'iKi the
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Jrve ever raided anywhere.
Company rates will be considered iiHiriiip df h carload t. wool to tin- urnl r 10th. Columhus Courier.
at a hearing set for September 15th.
jmake .10 to 35 tunnel to the acre.
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urket.
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Manuel fiarcia has
lhe telephone company filed the
MCKINLEY
ats and cane Tavtor has corn six
new rates with the commission on
f et high and no' yet full grown;
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June 15th, while the Western Union
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the south end of the hridge
North of town. Every farmer has
that it may be able to decide in- New i ears' Gilt mine h ealed
in the northdeep,
of China Ppring
i
in had pood crops. Corn, oats, cane, nidan
telligently. The public is entitled to
lulu iiiiiniiK uimiki
good service and is willing to pay from Oeorge H. ft.er to Joe Hardy r"dtion. the approach hav.ng hee-- g'ass. niilutt and beans are far advanced. Wagon Mound Pentinel.
a fair rate. But the public wants of Duiicaii. The comt'eraton w
EYE. EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
is had quicksand about seven miles
to know that it gets a square deal $15.(.MJ.
old bis farm
R. A
of Jess Foutes's trading store
renilletoft
north
Just returned from Cbicage
both as to service end the coat of
Mr.
it at the present busily and the road between
Ship Rock north of town ' to Paul Haines
the service. The commission has a engagedHardy
NEW MtDICAL TREATMENT
in arranging lor the ins- and
i
stflterl.
tr.ok
He
consideration
washed
not
Frnitland
out
badly
rare opportunity to demonstrate its tallation of a hoist and other neces'
Improved Cataract Operatioa
on the mesa. The north approach! ten dairy cows in the trade and i
value to the public in adjusting
at the property, and to the
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a
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new
of
south
to
teel
build
a
fair
to
hridge
garage
and telephone rates
large
planning
as soon as the same is installed deSaute Fe
site of the old one only large-- . Laughlin Block
rHniland ha been completely wash-.th- e
basis both to the public and the com velopment on
fairly large scale will
panics.
commenced. Lordsburif Liberal.
bout building, but in this cat the,
only thing that talks effectively '
money and little money is in sight
for building.
It is true that building material is
high. But there is no sign of an
early drop in prices of building material. Lumber is not plentiful, because we have so carelessly wasted
half of our forests in fifty years,
The price of other material is not
likely to slump soon either. As longas the world is suffering from inflated currency, prices will not go;
down.
Under the circumstances it seems
wise to build more end talk less
about building in communities that
are really progressive esnd have any
inclination to stimulate growth.

ntrt.eiy
higher cost of living. The increase
in wages increased the cost of pro-i- t
duction and again up would go the
cost of living. In other words the
dog has been unable to catch up
with hi. tail in turning the "viscous
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But trouble is brewing because of
well filled. Scarcity i.
on for the un- - the price condition.. The situation
utierefore not the
reasonable high prices. The govern- - has become unbearable to the wage

.re

re.

,4SVnt has fixed an artificial price on
wheat with the largest crop that the
country may be tver had. This arti- ficial price of uheat naturally af- fects the prices of other grains. The
Drice of coarse erain aeain affects
the once of nie.t. No dnubt with
the wheat prices on stilts other
things to eat stay up.
Another cause of high prices is
inflation of our currency. This
is just beginning to be slightly
The inflation is start- understood.
On July 1, 1914 the money in
ling.

circulation

totalled

to

J3,419,16S 368 0)

official
it had

On
figures.
increased to
r $54.28 per capita.
$5.441. 026,528.00
Of this amount $2,493,992,462 00 arc
Federal reserve notes lhe per capiti
circulation in the United States never
reached $3000 up to 1903. In 191
it reached $39 58. Since then it has
gone upwards .with
jump. since
1913 the increase ir circulation
has
been 47 per cent.
of
Were General Weaver
"frees
back fame alive today, he would be
He held that the
in his element.
more money in the country, the high- rr the wages would be and the more
the farmers would receive for their
Set the treasury prestei
products.
going, he said, and make money
plentiful and ell would be well and
body would have money. We
have set the printing presses go'ng

according
July 1.

1919
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came a member of some strong labor
organization that holds a club over
its employer. The number of peo.
p'e who today earn but little more
than five years ago it large. Their
children are underfed to an alarm- ing degree and their clothing scant
No one cares apparantly
enough.
whether they live or die. They
.y have to pay top prices,
hey must buy from hand to
mouth. They could not even take
advantage of the government sale
of lood- because they have not
money enough at one time to buy
goods wnoiesale irom government or
he country is
mail order house.
playing with fire when so large a
proportion of the population is so
the verge of starvation on ac- count of inflated prices.
The administration had better
for- . r
i
t:i ine
IFI tVT awniie
ifoudici oi curope
mn
settle down to solve the problems at home. They are serious
enough to require immediate and in- be-fa-
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Jke Mansfield, of Steins, the well
known cowman, who has gone into
new tnterpnse in the culture of
i
well pleased with the
,et. lit
ihere is more monev
say
,u Ine' ll.an Hi cattle, and less capital
,f romirtd to handle them. He has
Jn stands
hiih have nrodnccd 5tKI
pound of honey th vear. and there
i
more to come. iir. Mansfield's
lu.ney crop br light $250, without any
expense,
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Murder
and Jesse McDaniels
were brought to ordsl.urg from the!
county jail at Silver C'ity by Sherifi
John tasty and given a preliminary,
hearing in the Just:c of the Peace.
I'. V. Marsalis' of fn e.
They were hound over to await
the aitirn of the prand jury with'
out bond They will he held in the!
county .ai. Lordsbmg liberal.
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The clothier, warn us that the price. They received $4Mi for their year-o- f
nd $S5.(l(i frr the twos. Mr.
men's habiliment k t. be boost- - '"is-- '
s
!cd: the
for bit twos
need a little Heard received
s
a
more per pound for their confec- 'hey graded above the average.
tor this class
let"
Jtion; the movie theaters will
Irompelled to tack a few cents on (,f Mock for this Spring and Sum- hut
it
no
more
is
than they
their admission tickets ; slaves of the n,fr
weed will dig a little deeper for their jar worth as tht stock here ii in
condition.
favorite cigar or pipe tobacco. These excellent
iare small affairs, of course; hut Leader.
"
jwith it comes the information that
LINCOLN
jthrse things cannot be unless the;
railroad men are given an advance'
in their wages.
"T-- --"
Th,is being true.'
other workers will have to have a ' Skeep Deal at Asscke
'
,h
?"
lrtest sheep deals,
tittle higher salaries, professional
h,ch hat ever taken place in thu
men will have to add a few cents
wa
mildr durmg the past
on their bills, the grocers and
hen Henry Lutt bought the
Irhers will be forced into the swirl !wecka few months hence we will Tnn- improvements and sheep of
:nd,
ibe advised that the clothiers wjtl the AnchoShetp sompany. Mr. Lutz.
this enterprise by
advance their price- -;
the eandvl"1 ,,c )0'"e1
on Lieutenant Henry I.utt who
maker, will follow suit, at will the!!"
from
service
in the army
tcted
movie managrrs and tobacconists ;
and in a serious statement to Tlie st,'"'t 'hr 15'h f'f ,h,f mon,n
Th'
I'4"1
$l
prcsi-lenVin. The
,r'f'
the railroad emploves will
c., ranch consists of 15 ecttns on
in u!,.,.
n
.Ionian,!
several large wind-- j
the wheel will have made one more!wh'rh are
'anks. the larg. st boldin?
"
turn and the
the hir
gallons ot water rrr.nt these
iron dollar, will have crown o s"iall
tnk pires are laid a distance of)
that i will be alm-- t neu'igible.
nnle
- Ft Tao Time.
into the mountain'. wih
jfive
watering places everv mile lhe Ine"
of IJ.tKIO rambonletie'
confi1
jS'ock
COMING
(sheep and W angora goats. Other!
inclnrled two garagtes.
equipment
anto fuck', tanks and numerous'
crma-buildings
inotber note to Mexico
A period of forgetfnlnrs
Boy Shot
Renin t to forirne Cermanv
Ijii irene flow thirteen years oil-.More grief for the common geaer
Mr and Mrs.
Dow. of'
A lav to pav for expanding patern-'- - t
was arrctentlv shot last:
apitan.
r.nrone
in
iiim n
Ifaturdav
I swrirf and!
afternoon
,n o'rler
uhtitute the "Interna- Thrma Howard another bor about,
tionale" for "America"
hi own age had been nut hnnting;
"Oi-eco'emants" 'ecretty arrived 'with
a target trim, pnd
coming;
at in Paris
Wc
Announcement that democrats won inome jnst nevond y. y, rerrrs.
they pot into a vnffle and
the war
was
tbe bullet
;the rin
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MUCH TALK, LITTLE BUILDING
RAILROADERS WANT MORE PAY
The demand for houses in New
The varioui railroad labor organ- Mexico is still strong. People come
and go away, because they can find imtion. have made a demand for
The
increase in wages.
no place to live Earlier in the
son there came to be much talk shopmen are ready to enforce their
about buildine programs in various demand by strike and in places they
The four
are actually striking.
rral reserve notes. We greedily ah- - any great extent has not material- - brotherhoods have also put it up to
more
administration
that
the
pay
sorbed all the gold we could get until ized anywhere.
the gold coin and bullion in the tras
Hotel accommodations are needed is must be forthcoming. They want no
in
the
or
matter
delay
Gold in well. But very few hotels have been parleying
ury totals $3,ftS.077(4G7.OO.
Their first alternative was
either.
of th. restriction, of ill us in the thi. mien. Ther.
m".'t b inf"t,..d
.till much Ulk ,h"1.the i,her of
Thu
or
cot living decreased.
looked quite fair, but the alternative
of reduced cost of living seems to
be no longer urged.
It may just as well come to a
now whether this country shall be under class rule or not.
The large number of wage earners
that are not organiied are holding
the sack just now. They form
very material part of the public and
it really is a question whether they
shall be taaed with a large increase
in repair-inriilio-e.- tr
in railroad rates to favor a comparairjcurnblt-s:- '
tively small class that ia organised

And our repairs are
nude i. a an
guaranteed adjust-nien- t
basis.
We undt;ii ttdly can
pul new lite into it and
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Your Car
There are just two kinds of tires good
tires, and others.
Good tires last longest. They save
time, trouble and temper. Also money.
It will pay you to use them.
We have exactly the ones for your
car good tires, United States Tires.
Five types one for every need of price

or use.

Better get in touch with us.

Anti-mc-k- e

Capital Coal Yard!
Wholesale and Retail Coal and Wood

PHONE

85

Cerrillot Lump
Cerrillos Egg
O'Mera Lump
Smithing Coal
Yankee Lump
Anthracite, all sizes
Coke
Steam Coal
Cord Wood, Sawed Wood, Native Kindling
OFFICE Montezuma Avenue
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot

Sugarite Lump
Sugarite Grate
Sugarite Nut
Raton Lump
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The tide is rising against the pro- - dale jdistrict it i es'imate-bst be
eer
jexrrp this year will brs-i-g f75ff at a
;
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United States Tires
are Good Tires
know United States Tires are good tires.

That's why

we sell them..

Martin's Tire Shop, Santa Fe
Bernalillo Mercantile Co., Domingo
Bond & Nohl Mercantile Co., R. A. Clifford, Espanola
Espanola Garage, H. T. McCurdy, Espanola
Emile Mignardot, Monarty
Closson's Garage, Santa Fe

Mesa. The single head weighed one the country.
Both girls testified SANFORD MULLEN
WEDD1NC BELLS
pound and ten ounces and was larger against him. The extreme penalty
than s gallon measure.
for this crime is twenty years nnd
STATE-LAN- D
if found guilty Shives will have tiine
Friends have received the news of
r reflection.
VVhats in a name a very pretty wedding ceremony
A Fair At Estancia
which was performed at the home
A movement is on foot, and in anyhow? Des Moines Swastika
of Dr. and Mrs. Frank Abbott, of
fact is well under wav to organize
c-ta
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
c,,t.-;.,irv..ntu
Witaea. my hand aad tW official tea
rCM,r;nccor;ntin (nr
,!...
Washington, D. C, August the 2nd.
of the Slate Land Office of the State at
adds a bunch of trees each year and
to buy land, erect L. England has returned from south-thu- s The contracting parties were Miss
I,
planned
FOR
PUBLICATION
j,
Neat
NOTICE
Uexico, tbia eighth day of Jul,.
has an old and new orchard
1919.
buildings and improve-- ! em Union county where he made Flossie Lillian Sanford. of Santa Fe
permanent
combined. Tularosa Tribune.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
and Lieutenant James R. Mullen, of
N. A. FIELD,
itr th cpllini?
nipntc and malt tht a fair that will arrantrfmente
Coaamiasioner
of fuolac Laada,
worthily represent the progress of school bonds and let the contract Camp Humphreys, Virginia.
SANTA FE COUNTY.
State of Near Mexicaw
Mrs. Mullen is one of the charmJohn Snyder has purchased the,
the county.
for a new two room building in
Fint Publication July II, 1S1.
Wol-ithof
Office
the
Public
of
Commissioner
Lie: Publication September 19, 1919.
fine residence property of G. J.
ing and attractive daughters of Mr.
meeting has been held at which school district No. 81.
Lands,
i.onsiaera- Mr. England also reoorts that the and Mrs. C. E. Sanford, of this cily
it was decided to make it an incor
linger at Aiamogorao.
Santa Fc, New Mexico.
not
who
Mr.
;
and
of
Mrs.
scores
friends
any-here who
tion
ha?
given.
porated, joint stock fair association, contracts have been let for twoSTATE OF NEW MEXICO
nurauaat to
in wishing her a ery happy theNotice if hereby given that
der expect to occupy the home after
with a paid up capital of $000 as room school buildings at Hayden. '
provision:, ot an Act of Congress an
lifeShe
Mrs. Snyder s return from California
a starter.
to
went
in
the
also
and
near
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
district
Rosebud,
Washington seeral proved
June 2Uth, 1910, the isws ol thf
It. ruths ago. where she efficient! Stale ol New Mexico, and rules and refills
cum uirMiri
Subscriptions for stock so far are Logan.
OM, raluutL
t ion s of t he St a te Land Office, the Com
PUBLIC LAND SALE
A. P. Sitton Jr.. is assisting in the
The missioner
and as is right and
The Dernian consolidated school fil'id a government
position.
very encouraging,
of Public Lands will offer at
,
,
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.
,
i
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remodeling of the old Knight buildLUNA COUNTY.
proper, tne farmers are talcing as district is now building a new mo.l- - rm:u coupi- - win resine tncic uii'ii public tale to the higheet bidder at 10
utenant Mullen is discharged o'clock A. M., on Tuesdajr, August 12th,
ing which his father recently pur- - Buys Large Ranch
lively an interest in the matter as em
building, and when
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vjntce
sanra
id
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iowh
re,
chased and is having made into an, Mrs. tmma Longenercker and the town people Estancia Herald
uunir
from
ivi',
the army.
completed will be a credit to any
Laada,
Santa Fe. State of New Mciico. in from
snow misses r.iizaDein ana
motion
mini ui
town three times the size of Dedman.i
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
picture
of the court home therein, the following i
house. A modern front of circles Moorestown, N. J., have purchased
, jdrscribed tracts of land,
Clayton News.
UNION
Notice ia hereby riven that ntiraojai
and cage for the ticket seller is the J. J. Shippy ranch of 1280 acres
?
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All of Seciiona I. 2:
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among the attractions. Also prep-- ; at Ferndale, last week. Mrs. Longcd
June Xth, 1910,
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a lump of money.
Hie pawnbroker
apologized for lending him less than
half the value of the gems; so many
people were looking to the puwnhrok
era for salvation, he said, that he could
not find cash enough for nil. Times
were hard indeed when the pawnbrok
ers were overworked.
Bayard went home and surrendered
to Leila her funds. She passed them
Poor Wesover to her futher-ln-lnley peeled off the minimum that would
serve as a sop to his creditors and
said lie would take the afternoon train

NEAT-APPEARIN-

G

PACKAGES ESSENTIAL
IN DEVELOPING COTTAGE CHEESE TRADE

home.

lillllllllllllllllllimilllllltlllimillllllllllllllilllllllllilllllHIIIIIIIIIIlim
only people who net sued are the poor
llayard had guessed the situation ;
little dubs that pay cash most of the he saw the cruel juke of it. He
time and tlii-- ask to be trusted when thought he could dull the edge with

k m

CHAPTER XVI.

'"

;

Daphne had watched Leila's little
scene with as much confusion as the
they're ban! up."
ASTER TO BAYARD.
mockery. He snickered, rutlier crav-enl- y other two Kins. She felt a iiormul
;
llayard bad rebuked I.eila for
amount of jealousy, of course, ns wom
"I wrote to ask you to lend me some an to
spending money on clothes and on
woman;'' but no more than
ISut she hail bad the money. I guess I wasted the postage."
amusements.
'In y Wlinhiirn, a young New Yorker on u visit to Cleve-l:ini- l,
Synopsis.
amount, for she liked Leila
healthy
"And I guess I wasted the fare over
fun; she still had the clothes; aud
meets pretty Daphne Kip, whose brother is in the same ollice with
and she was grateful to Leila for bewhere were the fruits of his years of here. I thought I oughn't have taken
"lny in Wall street. After a whirlwind courtship they become engaged.
able to rescue her father and for
WP.'
Where were Ills hoarded n berth In the sleeper, but your moth- ing
Daphne Kitm to New Voik with her mother to buy her trousseau.
,11...
being willing to. It was u fine thing
Irrewere
few
er
bonds
His
in"
Insisted
not
said
been
feel
earnings?
I'd
bis
It'fl
with
ami
for
bus
married
Just
Daphne's brother, Hayard,
Kurope
for Leila to strip herself of her Inst
deemably In pawn. And on the roads any too well."
father-in-labride, I.eila. 1'aphne and her mother install themselves in ISnyitrd's Hat.
splendor to help an old
of ISclgium und Knst Prussia myriads
Itayard laughed outright a laugh pay the interest on u mortgage on
Daphne meets 'loin Iniane.
town, who seems greatly atof wretches who had kept thrift anil wet with vinegar tears.
tracted to her. Iaiibin acVidcntnlly discovers that Clay is penniless,
house in another town. Daphne gave
bulldeil them houses were staggering
except for bis salary. liayiinl anil liis wife return to New York unexWesley suuk into a chair with the Leila full meed of applause for that.
In
fro
along
penury,
hungry
fugitive
The
three wnincy set out on a shopping excursion and the two
little whimper of a sick old man.
pectedly.
What embitter 1 Daphne was that
shattered homes anil wondering about
younger women buy expensive gowns, huving them charged to Bayard.
Itayard went to his father mid put It hud to be Leila and not herself that
next
the
bread.
Is
day's
furious over the expense, seeing bard times ahead. Iaphne,
Mayan!
his arm about him and regretted his saved her father, and that Leila had
indignant, declares she will earn her own living ami breaks her cngugo-tneWall street disaster with u ferocious to do the deed by spending thiugs she
Willi Clay. Through an introduction by Iiiiane, Daphne induces
CHAPTER XV.
remorse. He could not speak, nnd had not paid for herself oruuments.
Hchcii. a theatrical magnate, to give her a position ill one of his comthere wns a long dumbness before gewgaws, gifts.
fir-t
rehearsal Is a fiasco, but Kebeii, at Dunne's ropiest,
panies. Her
Itayard tried Leila's recipe for
Leila had collected from life perhaps
Wesley sighed:
M ': 'V:!:v 1 ::A,. I
ifsiMasM
Wives
another chance. Sudden Illness of .Miss Kemble, the star,
time, but there were expenses that he
"I guess we got to lose the home, three thousand dollars' worth of Jewcould not charge, and even the wad of then."
Daphne her chance, but her acting Is a dismal failure. She Is conels and Daphne had collected a fiftysoled bv Tun: limine. Daphne turns to Clay and they plan to be marmoney she had smuggled out of New
That "then" was a history In a dollar check, framed und that check
ried, bin the following day, as a result of the hard times, Clay's salary
port did not last long. Other people word.
was In lieu of work. As soon as she
is hi! in hall and lliey ale forced to abandon their plans.
were no more willing to pay bills than
bent his head In shame at remembered that check she ran up to
Itayard
he. .Moneys that were owed to him lie
his helplessness.
As usual, It was her room and took It down from the
could not collect, lie could not re
who found a shabby comfort wall, ripped off the back of the frame
Wesley
Weighing and Packing Cottage Cheese for Retail Marketing.
to the multitudinous appeals for In
CHAPTER XIV Continued.
the situutlon found it for his son. and removed the check from the mat,
Itcfugees in hordes tilled the roads spond
In
a
was
This
real
shame
10
with a new riiuriioiiie exodus.
She studied It and thought, "The (Prepared by the Unlteii States Depart keeping quality of the cheese, Th
So charity.
"Don't you think any thing more
ment of Agriculture.)
1 was
tints that be bad made him- many children plodded along In hun- times of such frantic needs. He could about It, my
wrapper may he placed above a mold
I'm kind of relieved." first money and the last." Then a
boy.
not
do
of
the
honorable, pleasant lb'
The
any
self important enough to advance gry (light that Herod might have been
liking for cottage anil u measured
popular
all
r weighed amount
clenched
determination
and
vigor
giggled with a pitiful senility. "I
can
do
one
with
that
money.
things
Inpidl.v in his linn. And be bad pin hunting down the Innocents again.
been so ashamed ut tralpsln' over here her muscles in a kind of lockjaw. She cheese, which Is rapidly gaining favor placed in it, first wrapping the cheese
to
do
had
of
He
the
dishonor
lar-;n
share of bis salary every
ninny
Willi the moral cataclysm went a
came out of the spusin in u tremor of in many parts of the country, present? in parchment paper or lining the wrapone without to bother you Instead of rushin' over
loathsome
week into a savings bank. With his linancial earthipiake.
Wood fiber containers
She spoke her new problems In marketing, say mar- per with it.
fullh.
The Kiirnpenn able, must do. things
to help you like I ought to being hysterical
cvtra cominisHniis ami hits of unex- exchanges Hung their doors shut. The money
father that I'm kind of glad you thought aloud in u fury: "It sha'n't be ket specialists of the United States t'oated with in en Hill are among the
your
In
his
of agriculture. Marketing most sanitary and desirable types of
desperation Itaynrd's thoughts can't
pected link he laid bought securities American exchanges tried to keep
help me. I got no light to add the Inst, it sha'n't, it sha'n't, by golly!" department
if inipreL'iiiilile value.
These be bad their shop windows open, but had to reverted to bis original rescuer, hi to your troubles.
The feebleness of the expletive dis- methods which make it possible for packages for cottage cheese. They
I'm
to
supposed
father. He never appealed to the old
locked away in a
vault. elose tiieiii down.
gusted her. She tried to be powerful consumers to obtain this valuable food may be obtained in several sizes.
man la vain. Itayard had often prom take care of you,"
T hey paid him only four or live
The regular style butter cartons are
Maynnl Kip was among the first casby way of powerful language. Before product in a desirable condition, have
Maynnl
kept
groaning:
ised himself the delight of sending
bill lliey were its sure as any- ualties. Hefore he could
she knew It she lipped out a resound- not been well developed In many mar used us containers for cottage cheese
"To
lose
put in a stop home a
home!
To
think
of
your
big check as a subtraction
A good quality of cottage and serve well when the cheese does
kets.
thing iniindane. And twice a year order his margins were gone, lie had
you losing your home! And me stand ing oath that would have pleased good
they granted linn the lofty emoiioti said that prices, having struck bot- from his venerable debt. Mut It was ing by!"
I'.ess. 'My (i , I'll pay my way! cheese, however, when sold in suit- not contain surplus moisture or H
Jueeu
a promise easy to defer. In the face of
if
able packages lit a reasonable price, rather dry. I 'a ratlin paper cups are
coupon culler.
tom, could go no lower. Now the bot-- I
houestly! like a man!"
After
"Why, It's nothing, Itayard.
all the other temptations and oppor
lie bad paid iah for what merwill be used by numerous consumers especially desirable since they have
one
Itself was knocked out.
in
All
that
her
we're
In
not
exploded
We've
all,
powder
Belgium.
got
His father never pressed
tunities.
chandise he bought und ileuiainled
during all seasons of the year. Many
Prices stopped falling at last bedetonation.
And
friends.
airtight covers which
relations.
no
There's
special discounts lor II. In time the cause of the closing of the markets. him, never expected a return of the danger of anything happening to us."
She fell over Into a chair In horror. creameries, us well as dairymen and make them practically Impervious to
he
the
been
in
had
money
investing
a
had
many mickles made uiuckle, lie
established a general moruto-I'iuin- .
and Leila overheard this con- The blasphemy seemed to rattle about funuers, tire producing cottage cheese moisture and keep the cheese In a
hoy. l'or a child Is n piece of furni Daphne
live thousand dollars' worth of bonds
A
rlcu established
versation while listening In the bull. the little room. It teriitled her. Mrs. us u side line, aud find they can dis- perfectly clean und sanitary condition.
one of ture bought on the Instalment
to
plan
tn his safe deposit box.
of It readily.
No additional wrapper or pnper Is resentiment. F.vcryhoily owed somebody go Into
clung to Lelhi and hurled Chivvls ran down the hall, carrying her pose
somebody's else house us soon herDaphne
And then he married pawned him- else, mid
Cottage cheese is unlike butter In quired, although some retailers place
face In Leila's bosom to smother everlasting sewing, and tapped ou the
tolerance be- lis it Is paiil for.
gave
everybody
self at the marriage shop, lie kept cause everybody needed It.
general characteristics, but may be such packages In paper bags as a mather frenzied grief. Leila, mopping door und osked :
Itayard put off the appeal to his fa
Ills hoard a secret from l.ellu.
Night fell on the commercial world, ther as long as he dared, but at last Daphne's cheek with her own handAre merchandised In much the same man ter of convenience to the customer.
"Did
deur?
call
me,
my
you
Nov he saw a chance to use the a night Illumined
ner.
It should be placed In a conDemonstrates Good Advertising.
kerchief, caught the glint of a dia- you HI?"
by horrors unknown sat down to the hateful letter.
nlcnls thai he had buried In II l it - before. Mavard's
It
Been use of the lack of a genera!
mond on her finger. It glistened like
I tainer that will not only protect
could not
all
thank
I'm
"No,
factory
you,
right.
to
hated
lie
trouble
old
his
poor
Vin.
rs of Clay and meet even its diminished
lie till.. tl
from conlainlnatlon, but will ulso aid knowledge In some sections of the use
didn't say anything."
pay roll. The dad at such a time (he wrote with u great. Immortal tear.
in preserving its ttitillties for a rea- of cottage cheese as a substitute tot
Jhiphne with his market Jargon. He president of the concern could
It
a
lier
with
new
Inspired
hope.
hud
was
false.
She
on
That
no(
but
his very life depended
doubly
was as unintelligible to Iaphue as a borrow a penny at the bank of which truth),
sonable period. The most commonly nieiit and us a substantial part of the
bad
She
often
consoled
herself
with
In
some
the
the
He
said something.
Immediate money.
slang of
mad Scot talking gollese.
he was a director. The factory shut raising
the thought of her jewels as a final hour she hud "said something." She used types of packages for retailing menu, demonstrations and displays of
"Look at J. & ().," he would say; down, sending all fs workmen fnto was young and husky and lie would be refuge, hut she had
ottnge cheese lire the parchment pa- - attractive and appetizing dishes preoff
the
evil
put
on Ins feet in n jiffy, lie would pay
had "said an earful," also u heartful.
'sold at eighty live a J ear ago. the hordes of the
per
wrapper, tinfoil wrapper, paper pared from cottage cheese are desirNow
she
felt
the
that
time
had
The
day.
unemployed.
Mrs. Chivvls supposed that what she
d
I" ollice forees were reduced to a miniof mine bought it. 1'
come.
She threw open the door nnd had heard was some voice from the oyster pall, butter cartons, liber board able methods of extending Its use. At
vial were In the know said It was mum and the salaries of the minimum
spoke Into the gloom with a voice of street, and went buck along the hall, packages, and glass or earthenware grocery stores, food shows, ami meet-lug- s
The more desirable types of
Jars.
of women's organizations, dem
filing up. It nut lit to have gnu up. further reduced. Clay was thrown
seraphic beauty:
stitching as she walked.
I
lint it didn't.
urtons are those which offer the best onstratlons of the many practical and
I couldn't help hearing what you
hopped slowly and out of even hW half-Joand Itayard
took the check and went
Daphne
the entrance of air, attractive ways of preparing It may ba
tUckciilngly to forty three. Today It was put on half pay.
were saying, lnu needn t be downdown to Itaynrd's apartment. Itayard protection against
Is forty six. It
had gone into the
Mavard's sober thoughts concerned
hearted, though, for I've Just thought was on his way to the pawnbroker's. since they protect the cheese from con- given, samples may he served, ami
market the other day with live
of a way to help daddy out." Ho was I.cihl was In his room. Old Wesley tamination and keep it in satisfactory recipes In which cottage cheese Is
themselves with extricating himself
dollars and snapped it up at from the
ondition until used.
used may be distributed. Lectures alIt was not posdaddy" to her also.
wreckage.
sat In a chair facing a wall. He seem!'. illy tb tee I'd have cleaned up three
so may be given on the food value of
Wrapping Cottage Cheese.
sible to dcliarrass himself of everyItayard and Wesley turned and ed to see through it. Daphne went to
When a good grade of parchment this cheese and its use In the diet.
'Imudred and a half In no lime."
stared at her in amazement. She him und put the check ill his bund, ex
thing. He could not give mi his ev- "I ircatch your live thousand
paper Is used and cure is used in Such demonstrations and lectures may
went on In a kind of ecstasy.
w hut It was.
peiisive apartment. It was leased for
plaining
It neatly around the cheese, serve not only to extend a knowledge
dollars." said Clay.
a year and a half more.
"My lings!" she cried. "Don't you
He could not
"It's all I ever earned, daddy, and 1 wrapping
it Is an economical and serviceable and appreciation of the value and
"I've caught It," said Itayard. "I've, dismiss his
see:
diamonds
.My
and
rubies!
And
she
was
It."
to
want yoti
have
expensive wife;
Where quantities of a half uses of cottage cheese, but also of
had it all along."
've got a necklace or two, ami some
leased for ninety-ninHe
He looked at it mid smiled and tenri pucka ge.
years.
"Y"ii haveV" Clay groaned. "If I'd could not give up his character, his
linliis and brooches. They're worth fairly shot out of his eves. He nutted pound or less are purchased, the small the many other ways of using milk.
oil parchment paper hag, similar to
Keelpes and material for lectures a
Known
a lot of money
hat Id have borrowed It to costly tastes, his zeal for front, the
ud you're welcome her band between Ids and said:
that used for suited peanuts, has demonstrations may be obtained free
to 'em, daddy."
tot married on."
maintenance of a good facade.
I couldn't take yout
"Why,
honey,
"Nut in a million years," said l!ay-'4proved satisfactory. Tinfoil wrappers by applying to the United States De
The men were confused with too
The Instinct of lovable bluff was
poor little earnings! Not for unv thins make a
package that Is pnrtment of Agriculture, Washington,
nl. "When I've made a killing with seen in his telegram to Leila, lie
many emotions to know what to feel. in this world."
airtight, und protects the D. C.
much less what to say, Leila's mls- (bis money I'll make you all a pres-!'- . wanted her at home to comfort him,
It would iniike mt practically
"liease,
daddy;
but you couldn't pry this out of now that he had no business for her
ioii was so divinely meant that It was ever so
;
happy !"
Die with it row bar. I wish I knew to hamper. Mesbles, he could not af
sacrilege to receive It with reluctunce.
"Mut It would kill me! You don'l
age Is often unsuspected until beyond
where to borrow more.
And yet for Wesley to let this new want to do
If you can ford to keep her at Newport. Out of
do you? You must WHITE ANT IS CAUSE
that,
repair. They gain entrance to buildirni-- e
daughter-in-lapawn her trinkets for spend It on
any money. Clay, don't you his ominously small funds he teleings through wood which comes It?
yourself.
Buy
yourself
was
Iii
in
Vpeii'l )t in matrimony. A fellow ran graphed her a liberal sum to pay her
post graduate liumlllatioii.
DAMAGE contact with the ground. Flooring
OF
SERIOUS
nice with It."
something
end
it
was that Itayard de
of
The
KOl married
any tlil'o, but It's only bills and her railroad fare and parlor
and other stationary woodwork am
manded the melancholy privilege of
once In ten years ilit you can climb car fare, lie met her and found her
furniture frequently become Infested
nboard a market n.'ter a panic anil astonishingly beautiful in her millionisltlng the pawnshop himself. Leila
a
real
when tbe wooden beams are laid dibecomes
Daphne
made a heap of her adornments. Last
I'llle in with tin- tide."
Little Insects Are Essentially rectly on tbe earth or In moist conaire uniform.
"working girl," and she exof nil she took from her neck the little
He went to bis wife deposit vault,
He felt like the pauper who received
crete and are often reduced to men
periences some of the trials
Wood Destroyers.
iliitie he had given her with Its star- took out his bonds, carried them to a white elephant for a present. Hut
that beset the path of the workshells, the Interior being completely
dust of diamonds frosting a platinum
the vice president, of his bank, and she was gorgeous in her trappings.
honeycombed. Always the ants pro
ing girl in a city like New
filigree.
iMirrowed all that be could raise mi They embraced with mutual approval
fer to work In dark, warm, molsl
York. Gs en with the story in
Ho kissed her mournfully and hurthe securities. Hie bonds bad fallen He laughed:
There Are Numerous Records of In pluces.
the next issue.
He
to
the
ried
pawnshop.
away
She
Ran
to
Her
Father
Her
and
below par on iiOfiiiit of the depresFlung
"I was going to begin economy by
White ants occasionally
Injur
Jury to Young Fruit and Nut Tree
skulked tn nnd out like a hurglnr, and
Arms About Him.
sion, but Itayard was grunted Ml mt cutting out the taxi business, but I
large trees and shrubs. In Florida
and to Young Trees
and
of
tickets
a
Seedlings
he
Blfi
away
pack
tTO
brought
CUNT1.NUKDJ
fin-'
nil
cent of their
value, minus
couldn't carry a Cleopatra like you In back every cent In a short w hile, even
they have done notuble damage to
Planted In Rich Soil.
lays' discount at a per cent.
the subway. You look like nil the If lie had to borrow It of some one
newly planted groves of orange trees,
ills iitieiuic bank ai'ount whs sud- money in the world. And you're worth else. Anyway, in a few weeks the THE ARMADILLO AS A DIGGER TREE PUZZLE TO FORESTERS
having eaten the bark about the col(Prepared by the United 8tatee Depart lar and roots and completely girdled
denly m olid! by three thousand nine It." In the taxlciib lie crushed her to panicky conditions would be over and
)
ment
of
Agriculture
hundred and sevinty-iiindollars mid him again In a dismal ecstasy and' business would return to the normal. In a
the trees. Similar damage has been
Peculiar Formation of Spruce Has
l
With a Boy the
Unless proper care is taken to recorded to other fruit
and nut trees,
J'ighlecu cents.
sighed gayly: "You're too grand for He knew, he wrote, that "Old Meliable
Caused Speculation Among Men
Won Out in Quite
whlte-an- t
and
make buildings
proof,
He tonight out a broker, a college tnc, honey. I'm busted higher than a
In the southern states. In
esierlall
Learned In That Lore.
could perforin his usual miracle
Manner,
Easy
Kip"
build
to eliminate these ants from
friend whom he
the South also ants occasionally Intrust, to advise kite. You didn't bring home any and get blood from some of those
established, the Insects
liini
the steins and roots of a great
They conferred on the change, of course."
A cross section of a great old spruce ings already
jure
Cleveland turnips.
One day I was standing on a mound
may cause serious damage, especially variety of grain and truck crops. In"I did better than that," she beamed
Tin' obi dilemma
Minks to buy.
He was so sure of Ids father that he when an nrmndlllo bolted from his tree from Alaska tells the story of a In the southern stales.
nul l not be es,iiieil: those that of- and, being married to him, made no ended his letter with an advance
jury to corn In the prairie region of
earth and running to the very spot tree which executed a spin, like a balWhite ants, or termites, are essen- Kansas has resulted from the early
ten d the most proilt offered the most hones about bending and disclosing ment of thanks. This was the pay
first where I was standing began vigorously let dancer. This cross section show
In
live
and
wood
t'UV
destroyers,
tially
mi iimr. ins was further one entire silk stocking most ele
lis'.. To
payment he had made In advance for digging to escape by burying himself a most peculiar spiral structure, which nests In the wood of dead trees, de- presence of tbe insects in enormous
in heavily sodded soil
lan.'er with promise of further profit. gantly replcted. It was transparent, a long time.
has caused a great deal of speculation
In the soil.
quantities
caying logs or stumps In the forest; where they feed on the roots of the
Yet. after nil. Mayan! felt, to buy translucent.
Indeed, like gossamer
Neither men nor dogs had seen him, among the various foresters throughHe sealed the letter, put a special
build-inof
timbers
foundation
iu
the
ul right, however w ise, was tame, over marble, and of a sapling sym
vegetation. There are numerous recdelivery stump on It, and took it to and I at once determined to capture out the country and a very Interesting
fences aud other structures of ord of ant Injury to young fruit and
liven if he doubled his money lie tnetry except for one unsightly knob the branch post ollice so that It would him unaided by anyone and Imagined explanation is advanced In American
or
In
contact
the
wood
with
ground;
nut seedlings In nurseries and to
would have only eight thousand In which she deftly removed and placed reach Cleveland without fall the next It would prove a very easy task.
Forestry.
in the hand of Itayard.
It Is known that a tree growing at a In a labyrinth of underground pas- other nursery stock, and to young
place of his four. Am eight
Accordingly I laid hold of his black
morning.
In
underneath
the
earth usually
wan no fortune.
d
trees planted In recently cleared
lie did not need to glance at his
tall with both hands and slant forms on the lower side of the sages
When be got back to the bouse
An average colwood or vegetation.
The question of what storks tn let palm to tell that It was full of bank there was a telegram from home.
ground or soil rich In humus. The
began tugging to get him off the trunk a dense reddish wood known as
indiony contains several thousand
mi uin a thrilling one. nipiiring a notes.
beaver due tomorrow a. ground, but couldn't move him. He "rot holr." This spiral la this rase Is viduals, but owing p their subterra- ants also Injure a variety of shrubs,
"Leaving
weeds and flowers In gardens as well
went on digging furiously, getting of such sort, and ns It Is a continuous
"What's all this?" he sard.
Vng war council, but at length the
tn. don't meet me but be home must
And she, prim and proper again,
and deeper Into the earth, and formation, winding from the center to nean habits they frequently carry on as In greenhouses.
rlisposltion was made anil be gave his
see you Important mamma well love. deeper
I soon found that Instead of me pullwithin half an Inch from the circum- their work unnoticed, and it Is someSince white ants are difficult to
broker ttie Command to go forward. chortled. "That's the money you tele"FATHER,"
him out be was pulling me In af- ference. It Is surmised that It was times very difficult to destroy them eliminate from tbe woodwork of a
The market crept up and up. Itay-nr- graphed me to pay my bills with."
ing
benext
rose
The
morning Bayard
"Mut "
ter him.
growing In an Inclined position on the once they get established in a build- building when once established every
turned Ills profits back Into his
times to meet bis father at the train.
hurt my small boy pride to think edge of a glsder, where by some ing.
"Tills Is no time to pay bills."
It
He was growing rich.
precaution should be taken to prevent
fHierulalion.
to
Cenwent
And Daphne
the Grand
Though colonies are made up of their gaining entrance.
an animal no bigger than a cat shifting It wss caused to rotate, se
Where pos
"You're a genius," he said.
that
Jl was planning works of lavish
with
him.
She ran to was
tral station
Ixith wingless and winged Individuals, sible, foundations of buildings should
And she was, in her way.
going to beat me In a trial of that all sides of the tree were succesworks of art, the purchase
ber father and flung her arms about
on
bodied
on
soft
me
tbe
side.
hold
downward
the
wing- be entirely of stone, brick or concrete,
Tims,
grayish white,
sively
When they were at home again he
strength, and this made
of a great reserve fund of securities.
him, and Bayard hugged him and car-lie-d more tenaciously than ever and tug as the tree grew, and its rotation
less workers are tbe destructive form. including stone columns or pillars In
Home year before, when President told her of his ruinous speculations.
his suitcase for him. It was no
slowly, the "rot hoi i" developed These workers make tbe excavations the basement to support the floor
Tnft was Inaugurated, every omen She did not reproach him. She was time to be tipping a porter. Nor to be and strain more violently, until not to
and live underground, shun tbe light slmve. Make the floors and walls In
Mm I bad to go flat on the Into a spiral.
lose
as fine. Ybe weather bureau prom- gambler enough to thrill at the high
making use of taxicabs with the jitand are therefore rarely seen.
the basement or cellar of concrete and
ised fair weather. There was not a chance, and sportswoman enough not ney subway at hand. Bayard lugged ground. But It was all for nothing.
Canadian Money Orders.
then my aching arms
First
hands,
my
coming up through underground lay the floors on a gravel base. Where
to blame him for losing bis stakes.
bint of storm anywhere upon the
his father's suitcase along Fifty-nintCanadian
and
Issued
money orders are
passsgea, they work in tbe Inferior stone or concrete foundations are im
And then a blizzard "backed
"Iton't you worry I" she said, from street. The hall boy, who bad not been were carried down Into the earth,
blanks of various denominations, of the wood, and leave Intact a pro- practicable use timber Impregnated
In" from the ocean aud played havoc bis lap, as from a dais. "We'll be tipped for some days, observed a I was forced to release my hold and on
each
with
amount
the
of money for tective outer shell, so that tbe dam with coal-ta- r
creosote.
ith the throngs. So upon the era of rich yet. You mustn't imagine any- strict neutrality. lie was feeling the get up to rid myself of the tnoand he
had been throwing op Into my face which the order la issued printed oa
There's everything In pinch, too.
(rood feeling and democratic equality thing else.
It.
A
shouland all over my head, neck and
lady living In Ontario, sending
war thinking a thing Is going to happen.
and civilized peace the Kurops-aWhen breakfast was ended Wesley
No man knows all about farming.
a bunch of 3Tcent money orders to
backed ia from nowhere.
I'm too sensjjive to be a Christian Sci- noted, that Leila herself carried the ders. From "Far Away and Long make
up a remittance to a Boston Arm,
A Jo'ing man from Serbia shot a entist about pain, but I am one about dishes away, with Daphne's help. Ago" by W. II. Hodson.
The grazing qualities of alfalfa are
apologizes thus: "I apologize for an
frrand duke of Austria, and the world good luck. You must Just tell your- When the table was clear she closed
these post office orders. It seems that
Work
Household
Just becoming known.
Savers,
beard of Sarajevo for the first time, self that you're going to come out all the door on the two men and said:
Use plenty of newspspers about the local postmaster got la a stock all
but not the last. The bullet that slew right and you wilL
'Well leave you two alone to talk the kitchen,
orders were
Save fuel from the log heaps; post
spreading them on the years ago, and tbe
the Austrian beir multiplied Itself as "And we must keep up appearances business."
Successful firming is fanning that pone burning tbe waste wood.
floor when anything Is likely to spat- the slowest to selL He has DO others
magic Into billions of missiles. A so that other people will believe In
The two men regarded each other ter. It Is easier to
8u-brines success to the farmer.
gather thern op on band now."
young shoemaker from Bavaria, to his us. It's the only way, too, to keep askance, as uneasily as two wrestlers than to clean op. If there
Is a kitchen
Tomatoes and other vine
'arming is well worth doing.
rreat surprise, killed an old Melgisn your credit good. I learned that at circling for a hold. Wesley was the
Great and Small Minds.
si ould be tied to their supports early.
range not In nse In tbe summer time
svboolteacber be bad never beard of. Newport. People who are people up first to speak. lie said :
If you would stand well with a (Teat
lists will spoil abort four buhe!s
it is well to prevent dampness and
Tbe schoolteacher fell Into a ditch there neTer pay their bills. That's
'Well, my boyT"
beet per year. Incy are rather
rust. If tbe kitchen has bat a gas mind leave him with a favorable imMulching conserves tbe moisture ia
art III clasping bis umbrella. The
'I wrote you a long letter last night.
why they get trusted everywhere, and
waste basket pression of yourself; if with a little ipensire
t
s to l.sve
tbe the soil and adds a quantity t
range, then a
moved oa with a strange at have plenty of cash. Their creditors dad." Bayard said.
should be kept and tbe papers dis- mind, leave bin with a favorable opin plane.
zju!c aiattef,
for shooting.
doa't dare insult 'em or sue 'ein. The
Ton did J What about
ion of himself. Coleridge.
posed of in whatever wax Is best.
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By H. IRVING
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Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
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LESSON
WINNING

LESSON TEXTS
IS,

Acta

16:9-1-

Jamea t:

20.

GOLDEN TEXT Te shall be witnesses
unto me both In Jerusalem, and In all
Judea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost parts of the earth Acta 1:8.
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL Luke 19:1-128:30. 31.
John
Acts 20:17-2PRIMARY TOPIC Helping others to
know Jesus (Acts 16:9-15- ).
JUNIOR TOPIC-Tell- lng
our friends
about Jesus (John 1:40-46- ).
INTERMEDIATE
TOPIC
Witnessing
for Christ.
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC-Per-so- nal
evana-ellathe duty and privilege
of all Christians.

Paul Called to Macedonia (Acts
18:902).
The Inclination of Paul and bis companion was to tarry in the province of
Asia, preaching the Word, but they
were hurried along against their inclination. Realizing that the Spirit knew
best they obeyed. In the guidance
of the Spirit we And him Just as active
and as faithful in closing doors as in
opening them. Those who are disposed
te do the will of Ood should heed this
fact. Being hemmed in on all sides,
Paul saw in a vision a man of Macedonia pleading for help. He now saw
clearly the mystery of the closed doora
about him. As soon as the divine way
was known they rendered immediate
obedience.
As true servants of Ood
they did not question his wisdom nor
delay action. Christ, the Divine servant, is the pattern of obedience for all
I.

time.
II.

Paul Winning Lydia te Christ
(Acts 10:13-15With Paul as leader, the missionaries
went to Phllippl where they spent several days studying the conditions there.
The Jewish element In the city was
very insignificant, as they could not af
ford a synagogue, making it necessary
for the devout people to frequent the
river side for worship. To this humble
gathering Paul came and preached to
the women gathered there. A certain
woman by Thyatira, a proselyte, be
lieved In his message and was baptized.
The work of the Lord here had a very
humble beginning, but It was destined
to transform all Europe and the world.
Lydla's Is a typical conversion, there
fore It Is worthy to note
1. Her attendance
at the place of
prayer (v. 13).
2. She listened to the preaching of
the Word of Ood (vv.
S. Her heart wus opened by the Lord
(v. 14).
'' 4. She was baptized (v. 15).
8. Her household believed (v. 15).
III. The Blessed Issue of
nln (James 5:19, 20).
Tfee business of
la the
most Important In which a human being can engage. Anyone who has been
saved can point lost souls to the Savior.
Christ came to save the lost (Luke
19:10). It Is the blessed privilege of
all Christians to labor together with
Ood In rescuing the perishing. The re
Is twofold :
sult of
1. It saves souls from death (v. 20).
Meditation upon the three words
"saves," "soul," "death." will make us
conscious of the tremendous Impor
tance of
We must realize
the value of the souls before we can
give ourselves to the work of saving
them. A soul Is of more value than
the whole world (Matt. 16:20). Ood
valued souls an much that he gave
Jesua to die for them (John 8 :10).
2. "Hides a multitude of sins" (v,
20). Ood's way of hiding sin Is to save
men from It. Every sinner has a mul
titude of sins, therefore every soul
saved hides that multitude of sins.
When sins are thus hidden they are out
of God's sight forever. "As far as the
east Is from the west, so far hath he removed our transgressions
from us."
(Psalms 103:12). He remembers our
sins against us no more. (Isa. 43 :25.)
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1772.

Out Poland.

rolund, having been taken off the
map by a treaty. Is now to be put
bark again liy another treaty. In the
lutter part of the fourteenth century
Poland was the dominant power In enst-erEurope. Her dominion extended
from the Ilultlc to the Dnieper and
pressed down upon Austriu to tlie
south, while Hed Uussia, White Russia, liluck Ilusslu and the I'kraine
were hers. Prussia wits u little state
huddled up In a curlier on the Baltic,
and surrounded on the other sides by
Poland. Courlimd und l.lvonla were
Polish provinces. The Prussians or
Itorusslans, were nn Idolatrous tribe
who indulged in huumii sacrifices und
Poland culled in the Teutonic knights
to subdue tlieiu.
The Teutonic knights subdued the
Rorussians, hut they turned Prussia
Into a militant Utile state which began at once wars to Increuse its territory. A Ilohen.ollerii had himself
elected head of the Teutonic knights
and thus begun the house of
and tliut power desilned to
have such a large shine In the downfall of Poland and to be such a menace to tlie world, sprung from a race
of savages led by an adventurer.
As late as 1I5H3, when the American
colonies were already settled commonwealths, Poland was so powerful that
her king, John Sobleskl, uiiirrliiiig with
a Polish unny, relieved llie siege of
Vienna and saved Europe from being
overrun by the Turk.
Dynasty Came to an End.
With tlie death of Sigisimind Augustus In 157:!, tlie dynasty of the old
kings came to an end and Poland
adopted a system of elective kings, and
a new constitution which worked out
badly nnd contributed to the downfall
of the nation. Tlie Polish diet elected
the king. It consisted of a chamber
of peers and a house of representatives of the lesser nobles. The diet
sat only six weeks each year and Its
decisions were obliged to lie unanimous to be effective. Also there was
a recognized right of any nobles confederating together to enforce their
will by the power of arms. Nnturully
the result was discord and sometimes
civil war. Itussla, tlie growing Prussia and Austriu fostered these Internal
disagreements with hungry looks on
Polish territory.
A large number of Germans found
n

Ilohcn-zoller-

their way Into the country, gathered
to themselves business and Industries
and worked their propaganda.
In 177M tlie election of Augustus III
to the Polish throne was accomplished
by open bribery and under tlie guard of
Itusslnn soldiers.
Poland Stirred to War.
Put Poland did not (lie without a
struggle. Kosciusko, who Itad served
under Washington during tlie American revolution, returned to the native
country, inspired the spirit of patriotism into Ills fellow Poles and
stirred nil Poland Into war against her
oppressors. The Poles fought bruve-lanil defeated the Russians in the
Put now
tierce battle of Diilileuku.
n
Prussian army entered Poland.
Kosciusko was defeated and Poland
The Austrian troops had
overrun.
Joined witli the armies of Russia and
Prussia ami the three powers. In the
face of tlie protests of the western
powers und the outbursts of indignation from all upright men, proceeded
to a third partition which gave to
Prussia lil'.iMiO square miles of territory with 1,100.0(10 Inhabitants, to
Russlu !Mi,iHKI square miles with
inhabitants; Austria hud been
slow and got nothing tills time. A
general rising of the Poles followed
and agnin the leader was Kosciusko.
Hordes of Russian and (riiian soldiers
were puurcil Into Poland und at length,
on (li tc.licr 10. at the but lie of
Kosciusko was defeated and
taken prisoner, nnd "Freedom shrieked as Kosciusko fell," wrote the poet
Campbell. The victorious Austriuns,
Russians and Prussians now proceeded to finish their work by taking Poland off the map altogether. Of what
they hail not stolen before they proceeded to portion out to themselves
the remnants of tlie kingdom was as
follows: Russia, 45.000 square miles
with 1,200,000 Inhabitants; 1'russlu, 21,- 000 square miles with 1,000,0110 inhabi
tants. Austria had taken part In this
Inst subjugation of Kuscluskn and got
18,000 square miles with 1,000,000 Inhabitant. The deal begun at the signing of the treaty of St. Petersburg on
Po
August ft, 1772, was completed.
land censed to exist. As full of crimes
as history Is It contains no record of
led crime by civsuch another cold-b- l
ilized nnd Christian powers as tlie annihilation of Poland.
y

Muele-Jowlc-

Open to the Light.
The heart of a true Christian appears like such a little white flower
as we see In the spring of the year;
low and humble on the ground; open'
Ing Its bosom to receive the pleasant
beams of the sun's glory; rejoicing
as It were In a calm rapture; diffusing around a sweet fragrance; standing peacefully and lovingly In the
midst of other flowers round about;
all In like manner opening their bosoms to drink In the light of the sun
Jonathan Edwards.
Even as Ood for Christ's Sake.
One of the delights of Christian ex

sense of the forgiving
patience Is
mercies of Ood. How happy Is the
e
What
reconciled heart
reigns I What new determination la
created. to serve Ood more loyally I If
Ood thn pardons na for Jesus'a sake,
shall be not for his sake forgive
others T We can carry to those who
have humiliated as tbe same happiness that we have so freely received
of Ood. Across the ferment and contention of the ages rings the apostolic
cry, "Be ye kind one to another,
forgiving one another,
even as Ood for Christ's sake hath
forgiven yon." William C Allen.
1

soul-peac-

tender--

hearted,

Ood Pours Out Hie C races.
soul permeated
When God finds

Each day Is a fresh beginning-WisIs he who takes today and
U and tomorrow when
it
comes but not before it pomes.
The past Is of value only by way
of the lessons It has brought us.
FOOD FOR THE SICK.

A salad, a sandwich, a cooling drink
with a dish of fruit und a simple cake
will make a noon meal sufficiently satisfying during tlie hot weather. Such
a meal may be varied with a change
of dessert and different kinds of salads and sandwich fillings, so that there
will be no monotony. Milk and eggs,
A tempting tray with a change of
custards ami frozen dishes are most
In
the
house
the
china, using
prettiest
ut this time.
Hearty
will Interest the patient, satisfactory
dishes of meats with heavy desserts
w
ill
know
und
and he
apare best left entirely alone if one
preciate that the prepar- would be well.
ation of bis food und
truy Is a pleasure. In the
If I could write as 1 can cook.
measure in which It is
How Joyfully you'd read my book,
demonstrated. When no
I'd pepper faults and salt down
facts.
invalid truy Is provided
Pick
and preserve important acta;
use a large tray and supI'd roast the critics to a turn
port It over the patient's
(So nothing but their ears would
burn);
lap with books ou each
I'd
have free verse and riminRs true
side. This will take away the weight
Herved
up ItA'ine srrand Irish stew.
and dread ot spilling food.
You'd have your ail of solid meiit.
Ciruels are such important foods
ofT
And finish
with sometlring
sweet.
for the 111 that it Is fitting that
I
repeat
thought should be put upon their prepIf I could write aa I can cook
aration. For a liquid diet all cereals
How Joyfully you'd read my book.
age prepared In the same way, using
liy Irla.
two to three tablespoonfuls to a quart
EMERGENCY
DISHES.
of water. Cook for several hours in
a double boiler and strain before servOne of tlie earmarks of a gond
ing. A thick cereal Is cooked ns for housekeeper Is to be ready for auy
breakfast food, but cooked a long
occasion. If her
time.
emergency shelf la
Chicken Broth. A good broth may
a comer grocery,
be prepared from the neck, wing tips
even n car full of
and feet of a chicken. Scald tlie feet,
friends arriving
removing the skin and nulls. Cover
within an hour of
with cold water adding celery and let
meal time will not
it simmer gently fur two hours. Seadisturb her seren- son nnd strain.
It y.
Tlie hostess
lesewssse"
Mutton Broth. Cut one pound of wno urges lier guests to remain to a
the neck of mutton In small pieces. meal which she is wildly planning in
Cover with cold water and simmer tlie back of her head, will lack the
gently for several hours. Season and ring of true sincerity, no matter how
strain through a cheesecloth. Add a carefully worded.
talilespoouful of boiled rice or barley
With a
emergency shelf
at serving time.
This adds to the which Is constantly replenished, If she
reshould
All
be
fat
nourishment.
lives in tlie country or too fur from
moved before serving. Chill, then re- a grocery store an Impromptu guest
heat after taking off tlie fut.
will bring no panic, but on tlie conCreamed 6weetbreads. Soak a pair trary will be welcomed and enjoyed.
of sweetbreads in cold water an hour, The list of staples to lie kept for such
changing the water several times. occasions will vary with the taste of
Simmer In hot water until tender. the householder.
There are some
Add salt and a few celery leaves for things which are necessities, such as
flavor. When done dip In cold water crackers, cheese,
pickles, olives, Jel
and separate Into amall pieces, remov- lies nnd preserves. With canned fruit
In
broth
the
Save
the
membrane.
ing
which is found In every
which they were cooked as It makes home, desserts and salmis of various
delicate soup, adding a little milk and kinds may be quickly prepared. A
seasoning. Put the sweetbreads Into few frills like a box of inarshiiiallows,
a cream sauce and serve on toust or a bottle (small one) of maiischlno
In ramekins.
cherries and coconut will dress up an
Lemon Jelly
Soak a tuhlfspoonful otherwise
plain dish.
of
of gelatin In three tablespoonfuls
If the woman who lives in the conn
a
of
cold water; add
try would serve her friends with the
cupful of boiling water and four ta- farm food eggs, butter, cream, chick
five
blespoonfuls of lemon Juice and
en, vegetables and berries, and not try
tablespoonfuls of sugar. Stir until dis- to prepi.re something fancy, both she
solved. Pour Into a wet mold and put and her guests would he far happier
This makes two
on Ice to harden.
Crisp, fresh vegetables with cream or
servings.
butter are a treat to the city dweller.
Plain Sponge Cake. neat two eggs,
An omelet is a most satisfying dish
add
and
whites
yolks;
soparatlng
to serve in a hurry. It may have a
a
and
of
flavoring
sugar,
cupful
variety of fillings or sauces, tanking
of lemon Juice and rind to the beaten It a main dish or a dessert.
fold
and
the
white
add
then
yolks;
f
In
cupful of flour. Iluke In
The wisest and most interesting
moderate oven until the cuke
men talk little, think much, comshrinks from the pan.
plain never, but travel on. How fnr
have you come today, brother?
A sunny, bright, and buoyant,
HOT WEATHER MENUS.
chronically buoyant disposition en-is
one of the most desirable and
viable qualities of character that
The nppetlte flags during the hot
anyone, man, woman or child, can
weather, making It necessary to give
possess.
attention to foods
that arc cooling as
6ERVINQ THE SUMMER MEAL.
well as nourishing.
In the homes where It Is necessai-This is a good
to use economy (and that means NO
time to rut down
to '.hi Mr cent of our
incuts, serving an
people) the using of leftomelet or
overs wisely and acceptwith a
A
sauce.
ably Is usually a dally
good
Itecause the small amount of ment may be used In
problem.
male members of tlie preparing the croquettes or they may
family shy at anything lie Innde entirely of vegetables.
Cold fruit soups, fruit salads and
reheated, made over or
hashed, the problem be fruit cocktails are especially satisfy- comes one which takes finesse on the tying on a hot day. Iced drinks of
part of the menu planner. The prep- various kinds are always welcome. For
aration of a leftover Into an appetis- a luncheon or supper, sandwiches with
ing dish takes vastly more thought any desired filling, sliced cold roast
than the ordinary one, which Is often beef, olives and radishes or small
the reason why such dishes are not unions well chilled, a dish of Ice cream
acceptable; Hiey are prepared with or a sherbet and a cake will make a
too little thought.
satisfying meal for anyone. Vegetable,
Tlie reason so many men balk at soup, crackers, omelet creamed pota- salads Is because they are used as the tis-- with iens, tomato salad, sponge
clearing house for leftovers. There Is rake with a custard and a small cup of
something out of balance with a per coffee Is a good menu for dinner.
son who has not learned to enjoy crisp,
Rhubarb Pudding. Spread bread
salads, or
with butter and cover with a layer of
and seasoned vegetables, hut no one cut rhuburb; sprinkle with sugar and
ran be blamed for refusing unattrac- repeat until there Is enough for each
tive food.
to be served. Add a little water and
In meeting people and making hake until the rhubarb Is well cooked.
friends we try to be as agreeable as Cherries or other a'cld fruit mny be
It Is possible to be. Why not use the used In place of the rhubarb. Sponge
same method In combining foods, by cake with sweet berries may be treatlittle originality Into the ed In the same way, making a most
patting
seasonings, and make a new dish wel- wholesome dessert that you need not
come?
fear to give to the children.
We have favorite foods as we have
Rich desserts and sauces, fat and
favorite friends, yet It Is not possible highly seasoned meats, should be left
nor wise for ns to always be served out of the menus during hot weather.
with the foods we like best or assoA supper dish that Is economical
ciate with people always agreeable.
and wholesome can be prepared from
Daintiness' should be the keynote In a cupful of cooked rice with three or
the serving of tbe summer meal, as at- four eggs. Put the rice with a little
tractive dishes sharpen the appetite.
milk Into a saucepan, add the eggs,
By following tbe advice of Horace stirring them Into the mixture. Cook
Fletcher and chewing the food three slowly, add a bit of butter, salt and
times as long as asuaL tbe appetite Is pepper and serve hot In place of scramsatisfied with a smaller amount of bled eggs. This will save three or four
food and the body has less waste to eggs, which, without the rice, would
throw off. thus saving wear on the be needed to make the dish "go round"
fcat less, work In a family of five.
human machinery.
more, worry less, walk more," Is a
good motto for the whole year aa well
ae for hot weather.

Women seem to have become much
addicted to wen ring neckpieces of
iiiiiny kinds. A little Journey through
shops and departments that carry
jieckweur reveals such a world of il
mul such a variety of It that there
must lie a great ilemiiuil for all kinds
of neckwear. Many of the pieces are
Intended to replace summer furs.
These include scarfs made of plushes,
ostrich boas, ostriiii capes and capes
of marabout feaihers or imirulmtit finished witli osiiiiii fringe. This ostriiii fringe, which appears like marabout ill black, whi c ami natural color.
Is used In borders and bands in scarfs
of gold and silver tissue.
Some of the new plushes used for
scarfs do not attempt a close Imitation of fur but suggest the most poplar summer furs, as ermine and broad-tal- l
and inoleskln.
ltesldcs these
there are some handsome satin scarfs
und capes trimmed wit li narrow hands
of real fur, shown with lints to mutch
like the smart affair Unit is shown at
the right of the two figures above,
ltb'h silk tassels and silk embroidered
motifs put this In a class with the
handsomest furs.
Hutli ostrich and marabout make

icautlfiil capes ill the style of that
shown at the right of tlie picture,
Nearly nil of these are In the tint unit
taupe color of the feathers, but in ostriiii capes afid boas there Is often u
mixture of white and iiiituni! lines.
HufTs made of malines in very full
plalls and ruffs made of loops of whit
satin rlblion are among old acqualnt-iiuce- x
that find themselves returned til
favor, now that everything In neckwear
proves to lie of interest. They are not
at all difficult to make, the plaits or
limps arc simply stitched mi to a Kami
that lies about the neck, and tin y fasten with ties of narrow satin ribbon.
Small chokers and otlur small neckpieces in furs appear to nave displaced
larger neckpieces and capes for summer wear ami narrovv searfs of sntin,
finished at tlie ends Willi fringe, prove
themselves a chic novelty on wouu-who know how to wear them well.
I

A Bodice

of Ribbon.

The bodice made entirely of ribbon
Is II feature of midsummer dunce
frocks combined with skirts of either
net, both silk ami cotton; organdie,
voile, luce and georgette.

'ALL DAY' DRESSES

three-fourth- s

TREATY OF PARIS,
The Settlement After the

1893
War Required Four

Spanish-America-

Months.
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One of the Many Efforts to Straighten

FOR AUGUST 10
OTHERS TO CHRIST.

-

FAMOUS
PEACE TREATIES

cross tlie Atlantic and attack tbe
shores of Spain. As soon as It became evident that the puriiose was a
reullty nnd not a bluff other Kuropean
powers put "diplomatic pressure" on
Spain to end the wur. The prospect of
American guns awaking be echoes of
Kuroiean bills was not looked forward
to In ISilS with the eager pleasure that
It wus niitlciputed by some nations a
year ami a half ago. Spain did not
need much urging, and on July 22 the
Spanish minister of state transmitted
through tlie French ambassador at
Washington a letter to President M
Klnley asking for peace. This letter
reached the president on July 20. nnd
four days later the secretury of stnte,
Mr. Day. replied, stating the terms
upon which an armistice would lie con
cluded. They were: Tlie evacuation
of Cuba by Spain and the relinquishment of nil claims of sovereignty over
that Island; the cession of Porto Rico
and all other Spanish West Indian
Islands to tlie United States; the ces
sion to the United States .f an island
in tlie l.nilrones fo be selected liv the
I'nited States, and the occupation by
the l nltwl suites of the city and bay
of Manila Hndlng a treaty of peace
which should determine the disposition
or the Philippines.
On August 12 M. Jules ("ambnn. the
French ambassador, signed on behalf
of Spain the protocol, or terms of
armistice. In which were embodied not
only the demands stated but three nth
er articles providing for tbe method of
evacuating Cuba and Porto Rico. Fight
It was arranged that
ing
peace delegates should inept at Paris
Mr. Day resigned his
in OctotM-r- .
office as werctHry of state In order to
accept ii n upiNiintment as first dele
gate. Tlie other delegates were Hens
tors Davis of Minnesota and Frve of
Maine, and Whitelaw held of New
York. Sinin sent a like delegation.
Philippines Stumbling Block.
The principal stumbling block was
reached when the commissioners came
to consider the Philippines.
Having
taken then and destroyed the only
government la the Islands the United
States could hardly go away and leave
them loowe In the world, as It were.
Other nations had envious eyes on
them and stood ready to grasp the
fruits of American success. Spain refused to give them up and threatened
to break off negotiations. The United
States made the cession of the Islands
an ultimatum and, "running true te
form" In paying cash for bat she had
already otrtained by conquest, offered
Spain twenty million dollars If she
gave them up. Spain yielded and tbe
treaty was signed on December 10.

After nil, It took four months after
the signing of the armistice to sign a
treuty with Spain after the Spanish
war. And that was a comparatively
Insimple affair with only two nations
volved. The protocol, or amlstlce,
was signed on August 12, 1808. and
the trenty signed on December 10
four months lacking two days from
the ceasing of hostilities. The treaty
was not ratified by the senate until
April 11 of 18W). So. theoretically, we
were at war with Spain for u year
lacking a few days, although actual military operations did not last many
days over three months.
The principal events of the
war most people remember.
Wur wus declared by Spain ou April
24 and by the I'nited States on April
25. There was a curious little exhibition of "C'nsllllan pride" cbout that.
Spain learned on April 24 that the
United States was going to declare war
the next day and promptly declared It
herself. Another Interesting (mint is
that the United States began the
blockade of a part only of the Cuban
coast at first and began It two days
before Spain declared war and three
days before we declared It. And the
American proclamation of wur was
made retroactive to April 21. Dewey
entered Manila bay May 4 and destroyed the Spanish fleet there.
Ccrvern's lleet got Into Santiago on
May 1!, where It was bottled up by
the fleet under Sampson and Schley
The
Sampson being senior ofiicer.
American excdltion landed ut Dai,
and tlie battles of El
quiri June
Cnney und Sail Juan Hill took place
On July 3 the Spanish
on July
fleet attempted to escape and wus destroyed in tlie navul battle of Santiago.' Santiago surrendered on July
17 and the cainpulgn in Porto Rico
on July 2T, and was In progress at
the signing of the armistice. Manila
was captured on August 13. the day
after the protocol was signed. Ma
nila had been practically at the mercy
of the Americans since the May morn
ing on which Dewey destroyed the
Spanish fleet. It had been only a
question of getting American troops
there to occupy the place In sufficient
Spanish-America-

to;ii.

n

force-Spai-n

Waa Sullen.
Spain's attempt to stand against the
power of the United States had everywhere resulted in disaster to the Spanish arms. Her fleets had been Swept
from the seas and her colonial possessions were in American hands. She
could carry on no more war overseas,
but threatened to sit sullenly at home
and defy the United States still. But
after the battle of Santiago tbe United States began preparing a fleet to

with a living faith, he poors Into It
nls graces and his favors plentLnIly.
Into tbe soul they flow like a torrent, WORLD'S GREATEST CATARACT.
which after being forcibly stopped
What Is set flown aa the greatest
against Its ordinary course, when It
ba fonnd a passage, spreads with Im- cataract In the world la on the Iguazo
flood. Brother river, which partly separates Braiil
petuosity its pent-u- p
Laurence.
and Argentina. The precipice over
wfci'
the river plunges is 210 feet
na r:!tgsra being 167 feet
What Trial la.
hlgT.,
That which purifies us la trial, and The cataract is 13,123 feet wide, or
trial Is by what Is contrary. John Mil- about two and a half times as wide as
ton.
Magara. It is estimated that 100,000,-00- 0
tons of water pass over Niagara
In an hour. A like estimate gives the
Despondency and Hope.
Despondency Is ingratitude hope Is falls of Iguara 140,000,000 tons.
Cod's won hip. Henry Ward Beecber.
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CICADA

A DAINTY

FEEDER.

one-ha- lf
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In the Hands of Hie Friends.
Not on 8how.
"Snnnose they try the former kaiser?
The man who lost the freak elecTbe real locust Is an Indiscriminate
Win he he punished?"
tion bet was fully conscious of bis
eater, grain fields, cornfields, meadows,
"Tea. He s bound to meet some little
weed
pastures,
patches everything eetribntion. If he rets those Berlin facial deficiencies.
"There's only one thing I ask," said
falls before him. The periodical cicada
as his lawyers, bell be to the winner.
Is dainty almost beyond belief. It was politicians to act
or bis lire.
rest
tbe
broke
be
for
"What's thatr Inquired the winlong believed that In tbe adult stage It
ner.
took no nourishment at alL Bat the
Not
Feminine.
seventeen-yea- r
"If you're going to stand by and
locust" does eat while
Junior So you didn't propose to her see that I eat all these pens with a
In the sdo.lt age. Its diet being confined
to the Juice of plants, sucked out in after all?
hatpin, I want yon to admit that yon
Weed No, And I'm not going to. won the bet and are insisting on Its
very small quantities and without
When f got to her boae I found her payment. Don't J on pretend that yos
causing Injury.
are my keeper!"
chasing a moose with a broom.
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dresses, to lie worn In
place of suits in and out of doors,
a grout Insist during tlie war.
When tailors became scarce and the
work of making street clothes went
Into the hands of dressmakers In 1'arls.
"
lres begun to
tlie
replace stilts. With tlie approval of
I'arls Umpii It, this style of street dress
made great headway in America and
to have established Itself.
apM-arThe
dress, ns It is called, appears, together with new suits. In tlie
early showings of fall styles, sometimes having much tlie apcaranee of
suit und sometimes wholly different
from one. These two types nre shown
together In the picture ulsive.
These dresses are made up In the
same quiet colors and of the same materials as suits, although odors cover
a wider range than are usually presented in suits, and there is more latitude in the mutter of decorations.
The dress at the left of the picture
simulates a suit so closely that it is
misleading. It will interest the girl
who must soon be outfitted for college, because it is a youthful nnslel
that will see her through the fall with
out a wrap and prove comfortable in
cold weather with the aid of a coat.
One-piec- e

one-piec- e

1 J)

k

"all-dny-

s

all-da- y

Skirts for Evening.
The new skirts for evening, and
sometimes for the day, are definitely
Japanese or T.macrn. The lapped
scam placed at the back of some
skirts is now placed at tt.e front. The
mat-ri- al
is pulled slightly upward in
foids that go around the hips and the
end of the spine. If a woman copiM
the contour of the costumes worn in
Farrar's "Madame Butterfly" she gets
the correct effects. Tlie skirt that Is
oen In bark to show the heel, or
t'lted up in the back, is out of fash- -

v

rl
-

&j

:

It has the apicaranco of a suit with
skirt and short box coat belted In. f tut
the coat turns out to be only n bodice,
witji fronts lengthened below the narrow belt ami disappearing ut the sides
under a seam In the skirt. It has s
satin vest, prettily embroidered, ami n
few vet- large bone buttons emphasize
Its novel features. They are set along
the side seams in which tlie Jacket
fronts lose themselves and on tbe odd
lapels into which the collar lengthens.
Wind velour Is an ideal material for
a dress i f this kind.
The girl who aspires to look toll nndi
slender should consider the long lines
and simple composition of the dress at
the right. The picture portrays it w lth
so much fidelity that there is nothing
that needs to le said about it An underskirt of silk, with border of cloth,
has tlie effect of a separate skirt, but
dress Is, above nil things,
tbe
convenient to put on, and this skirt 1st
merely the lower part of a foundation-tha- t
siipHrts the dresn. Any of the
familiar nnd reliable wool suitings will
serve to make these Mresscs.
-

all-dn- y

Ion.

skirt
this

few French dsigners drape
upward in back, but they cover
dras-rwith a panel train.
A

Attractive Hankies.
Some of Princess Pat's
attraclin-tive handkerchiefs were
w
squares
hipped in colors with initials
done In the same color. This
you can gain by rolling the edge of the
linen and then working a crochettod
plqtirl edge around rr whipping it
two ways with a needle thiwided Id.
the crOired cotton.
.
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w. LindhaHt
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for her

if fall and winter millinery
;.M;iular store.
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Allan Jayms, editor of the Tucson
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Fh.ra Miller, of Abiline.
visiting her parents Fieuten--!' 1

int Governor and Mrs. I'.enjamin
Pankey at their hum. or. Don Ga
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CHURCHES

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,

Charles, formerly assistant
engineer, has returned from
Chicago where he has been on busi
ness the past two months.
I..

General and Personal

The Santa Fe Woman's Club will
Mrs. C. M. Wells, Don Gasper cive a benefit dance at the De Vargraa
avenue was hostess to the Saturday hotel August 20th. The money realized from the event will go toward
Card Club at its last meeting.
paying the salary of the District
The mejnbers of the Daughters of Nurse Mrs. Lucy Digneo for three
the American Revolution held a busi- months.
ness session Monday afternoon in
Among those entertaining duriag
the historical room of the Old Palace.
the week for Mrs. Granville Strat-toof Chicago, a Santa Fe visitor.
Mrs. Max Nordhaus, of Albuquer- Delightful Dinner Party
wno
spent"j sevral. weeks in were: Mrs. . James A. Kous
Mrs. E. K. Hilton, of Socorro was! que 'ho has "f."
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.
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me iaoie oecurj-,-- Val verae notei.
mg a number ot tnenas enjoying
ilnns were a variety of beaut ful - aiace avenue aaiuraay a. icr.iuu...
the hospitality of this popular hoit- flowers. Covers were laid for ten.
Mrs. James A. French invited
Mr and Mrs. James A.French
l.l-- J
t r '
j wno asscmuicu
C
terta ned several tnenas at an en- - several irienns
Students Club Entertains
on
home
her
at
the
Marcy
club
at
stre.t,
niffht
dance
urday
The cOIlimercja Students
Tuesday
ofijovable
Las Vegas, entertained at a very! Santa Fe Club on Washington ave where the guests spent a pteasaat
afternoon playing bridge.
given in the.
Light refreshments were served.
enjoyable dance recently
,
l ....... . I .
A
""B.fc"A
.
.
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One of the prettiest teas of the
..i
ivnrMi. iiMiii-nvennesoay ivirs.
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Miss
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Phelps
her . home on Palace avenue Tues- a beautifully'
Classes
at
School
dav
Benefit Dance At Clayton
ternoon m honor of Mr, I.
1
o'clock luncheon at the
'
benefit dance given for St, u'nnointed
veener ot l.as vegas. Misses Hollo- r ,u. frm.. nn Pata
.
jie
av,
iosePh's Sanitarium in the Athletic
way, of New York. Mrs. Collins, of
,Club dance hall at Clayton was a
Clayton and Miss Evans, of Augusta,
will
of
Board
Trade
Woman's
The
successful and enjoyable event. The
Ga., who stopped over in the city
,
rrwft a benefit dance at the Library
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f
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idinn dance.
:the evening.
Lit it v work done by this splen li
In Honor Of Texas Vi.itor
organization.
irr. Then. Fsne entertained da
Mrs. Carl Livingston, of Carlsbad,;
t,Khtfullv at a luncheon Tuesday at
was a pleasant hostess recently, when,
The Civic and Child Welfare
home cn Washington
avenue,
she entertained a group of ladies nanment of the Santa Fe Woman's ('rivers were laid for eight,
in honor of Mrs. William Shadrack, flub held a regular meeting Tues-- i
of Childress, Texas. After a delicious ,.,v. afternoon at the home of Mrs
vtr and Mrs. Albert Clanev are
himheon the ladies Frank Clancy on Palace avenue. Mrs. t1(. proud parents of a little son who
during the afternoon F.. S. Spindler, chairman, presided, arrived
at their home Saturday
morning.
1 he Ladies of the M. F. church
Wifcl-- ti
Hi"bndj Dined
Railroaders in England threaten to
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conceiving
iN'ew strength and hope, in its own
power believing,
Because th'.u didst not fail.
..
Not til ine ahne the glory, nor the
sorrow,
If thou dost miss the goal.
Wndrean.ed of lives in many a far
tomorrow
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BONES WANTED

We are in the market for bones

Will receive them at any shipping
point in car load lots.
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rrm ii .. -- lapim n s u.icni ai inr,
.S'ate Colic tre and Neil P. Renehan
Institute.
'who attendetl the Ros-el- l
returned borne Wednesday night
rs.
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Will be an Attractive Book
p u.i lis., artut an I
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Pierce, of lilack River. Mr.
Mrs. Pierce were married at
Paris. France, the younn lady's home,
sailing almost immediately for this
country. The little French bride does
not speak F.nr1ish. hut the brave
soldier bov will no doubt prove a
verv efficient teacher. After a brief
tay in Carlsbad they went to Black
River their future home.
and

Old Settler Annual Picnic
The Old Settlers of Union County,
will held their annual picnic Thursday, at the Will Tnthill ranch, about
twelve miles southwest of Clayton.
This is the yearly event where all
the old pioneers gather to exchange
stories of
days and to entoy
themrlves. This year a splendid
program was arranged consisting of
all kinds of races, games, public
sneaking, etc A large dancing plat
form was erected on the grounds
an'd the best oivhrstra in that coun
ty furnished the music. The eats
were the very best.

Eame with tobacco
especially Kentucky

bv-go-

Burk--

liny yourself a package cf Lucky Strike
cigarettes. Notice the
toasted flavor. Great!
Nothing like it. The
real Hurley cigarette.

Qn

Guaranteed by

his JrHAJUrCca'iA

Entertains U. D. C. Mmbrr
entertained
Miss Sallie Bryant
the members of the U. D. C. Chapter
of Mrs.
home
of Portales at the
Mrs.
E.
last week.
Mears
T.
Ellen Jones, president presided. The
merry party assembled around a
larire table over which the Southern
and I'nion Flair were draped. The,
officers elected at a previous meet-in- s
were installed and during the.
Mrs. Howartl Mongers
eeremonv
softlv played "Dixie" on the piano.
of the meeting
conclusion
At the
angel food cake and punch were
served.

mere flavor.

Camp Meeting at Moantainair
The Seventh Day AdventiM ramp
meeting has been in progress rtur-;- ?
the nasi week at Mountainair.
The delegations from Hagertnan and
from Alhnqnernue being the largest.
Vegas and El
Cloris, Roswell.
Paws are also represented.
During the day. services of special
kinds have been held in which careful consideration has heen given to
plan to pet erery member to be an
active worker.
A great deal of attention is given
to the importance of the circulation
old
of gospel literature. Adventit
last rear over two million dollar
a

i

ifyr

worth.
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H. S. KAUNE & CO.

"'.own

real thrill last week when the first
war bride arrived with her huband

im-prev- es

I

-

Carlsbad

know how
much toasting
bread. Makes
it taste good. Of course

It pays to supply your table with quality
food products, such as
Chase & Sanborn's Coffee.
Hunts Canned Fruits.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.

.

with Miss Ho-- e
Coii;lt,OI-ati.
from the iirsi.i,.,, .son
riv nt M ver Litv,
j
where they spent six!
California
j. .':.. . ...r.ritM linle book
weeks at the officers training camp
Mf Ro1in. fnelian legendu, ac- Although it was uncertain when they
hv illustrations, of his
would
r. c
il
ii..y
cIfvcr
pamtniRS. Miss ncn
to find several of their boy friends Herson pc,,cij
will :ntrofiUC(. lyrical poems
at the depot with an auto to meet of the desert for which she is now
them.
They speak hiprhly of con-.-hefamol
a New York firm will
..
.
.
in which the camp was
worv

Santa Fe, New Mexico;S.
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USE THE BETTER KIND
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....,..,

Write or Wire for prices
SANTA FE METAL & IRON CO.
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'erson. roimtv agen' of Carry
olil'.tv carr.e in from Clovi on
work and also to
Will Knorr and wife are spend
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.
....
Ats.rnev A M Fdward- II.
" T"p re .!
fie rep.i: i s
ft.ra i,'loti
, 't.ht'tam Wnlnediiv f" in feu- - inn the week in the city. Mr. Knorr ii".t
h is record
'In!
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rops
Curry
the
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eMetis.o"
who
dentil
represents
dV'on Oregon announcing the
sear a'ong the v1k lc hue
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Think of running- the
machine with the weaving treadle. Of doing the washing without
labor. It can all be done and we shall be
very glad indeed to prove it to you. And
the cost is not excessive. Come and see how
electricity will do nearly all your housework.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY
is a boon to women.

,
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HOUSEWORK BY ELECTRICITY

tnem-l,e.-lo-

I"--

e

Tue-ohi-

nin-ic-

T'e and sow. ,!
have been Movies and Our Manneri
a'
has an excellent
,.
,,,
This
Since the movies are our principal
p
I..,;- - .,( 2
,.'eis and tbe
and pleasure have you
recreation
his
slopped to take s'o.k of your
firr
vear
movie manners and consider that at
this season of the year they are of
Off On Twelv Day Trip
the utmost importance in playing fair
members
of
..,ys,
A
,;;..v hunch
with the other fellow. All kinds of
P.ov
of
'ov
Silver
foon
of the
o.lors and unsanitary habits or nega iw.'lve
on
day
hare
Crai.i.
pone
!
cleanliness is exlect of
lrh, in'o the mou'itahis. under tlie tremely rofensive to sensitive noses
master.
soii't
r.f
the'.r
Are you
..,.;.t,.iee
and capricious stomachs.
II I an s ' r
They I 'd !fl pack one of the offenders who rome ser- and will utireek-int- r
and three hor-e..,r-- ,.
a
crowded
into
theatre
enely
,,'l, 'lly h ave a ureat time.
with !iercp;ration and dirt and'
machine oil and all the good old
marks of honest toil and select a
Ynim; Pcopb Entertained
oeo-,,- r
vonncT
forte
hoitt
of
nartv
seat where you please which you
the Md''s Millions have a perfect
t,1
members
ri'jht to do hut
and their doesn't it ever occur
C,.,.,i.,v Seh, d Cla-to you to roil.
,.;..r at the home
rt;.,vls vere
Irr the other fellow, who would
...roe l.o e ;u ,n r(.mm1 VOM
..i Mr an, Mis I. I.
.nd
,1,,
of ( lavton.
I'i'h s rtonhw.-erv
water is alwav in the reaHi of
spent 'u piav-- one and usually the other h! tirs he
tdeas.'oit
h
reshuient
ref
to'iHo af'e
would like to sav or do to yon. are
were served.
He has some rights
n t printable.
too. yon know
Club
Work
The movies are the great demo
Fsiey
Mi s Fdward Wheel, I r delii'litfullv cratic amusement of the world and
,
. ,f
i,a
that is a wonderful privilege. Let
.......
l,,.r home n us be democratic hv all
.i.,t,
means -- but
l.l iv rvennip
The let us observe the first laws of rour
Park.
v.sre heau 'fully
rt- eption ronm-notesv and good breeding along with
ferns an I it ronsMrration
ate I wit1, r
of others.
of
scheme
rot
pink
The
roses
Do you ever sit through a picture
in
.
,.
. .. i .,t,:..
the
out
s
wth vnur feet on the back of the
.hliiert-- .
r(. (
seat jut in front nf you, to the
ruin of other peoples
everlasting
Auction Bridge Partjr
notice vourself after
clothes' Tn
Mrs. O. II. smith, of R iswell re-,- ,,
c;p ;f vn,
of tt,;s
renth- entertained a number of her 0ffl.,,t(,
afternoon of
t an informal
Hon't' uossip and
friends
unpleasant
,.ction nrid.'e al h. r home r.r.dire )Mrs ri,m(.m)lpr
,Hl, 0,,,(,r fl.ow
was plaved at several small ?''.'' n(.,r vo
for
f(l(.r(.
plr;,,,,
the cool living :im n)i)vf a, ,roni
th!n
,,l,ced thr'.'.-boi,- t
rooms ami at the close f the hours mrW fKrrvonf prt,ffr, , a
a .t.iicious s.nau .,u. .......
Sele. ted
readme
ed at t'
prettily appointed card
tables
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PROFITS
Snorty Gobbler? means
A Real Oil Company with a Real Plan
We Pay You Back Your Money Paid
for Stock whether We
Strike Oil or Not!
READ:
We own 10,000 acres of Leases in the Union
United Company's well
County Oil Fields-t- he
is just north of us. In less than 30 days we
start to sell off these Leases. The money from

d
these sales is
back to you Mr. Stockholder as Dividend until your money is back in
your pocket.
Then you are on the ground floor with the
rest of us.
pro-rate-

We Start Drilling August 1st
Much of our Material is now on the Ground.
Things are Booming now in Union County.

DO IT NOW!
Because we reserve the right to withdraw
our Stock from the market at any time.
CAPITAL $100,000.
Fully Paid.

SHARES $50.00.
Non-Aessab-

le.

Oil and Gas Co.
Snorty Gobbler
UNION COUNTY. N. If.
CRENVLLB,

jffik.

